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Abstract. We study the trajectory of a simple random walk on a d-regular graph with d ≥ 3 and locally tree-like structure as the
number n of vertices grows. Examples of such graphs include random d-regular graphs and large girth expanders. For these graphs,
we investigate percolative properties of the set of vertices not visited by the walk until time un, where u > 0 is a fixed positive
parameter. We show that this so-called vacant set exhibits a phase transition in u in the following sense: there exists an explicitly
computable threshold u� ∈ (0,∞) such that, with high probability as n grows, if u < u�, then the largest component of the vacant
set has a volume of order n, and if u > u�, then it has a volume of order logn. The critical value u� coincides with the critical
intensity of a random interlacement process on a d-regular tree. We also show that the random interlacements model describes the
structure of the vacant set in local neighbourhoods.

Résumé. Nous étudions la trajectoire d’une marche aléatoire simple sur un graphe d-régulier avec d ≥ 3 dont la structure res-
semble localement à un arbre, quand le nombre de sommets n du graphe croît. Des exemples de tels graphes comprennent des
graphes aléatoires d-réguliers et des ‘expanseur de grande maille’. Pour ces graphes, nous étudions les propriétés de percolation de
l’ensemble des sommets non visités par la marche jusqu’au moment un, où u > 0 est un paramètre positif fixé. Nous montrons que
cet ensemble vacant subit une transition de phase en u dans le sens suivant : il existe un seuil u� ∈ (0,∞) explicitement calculable
tel que, avec une forte probabilité quand n croît, si u < u�, la plus grande composante de l’ensemble vacant a un volume d’ordre n,
et si u > u�, elle a un volume d’ordre logn. La valeur critique u� coïncide avec l’intensité critique des entrelacs aléatoires sur
un arbre d-régulier. Nous montrons aussi que les entrelacs aléatoires décrivent bien la structure de l’ensemble vacant dans des
voisinages locaux.
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1. Introduction and main results

In this work we consider the simple random walk on a graph G chosen among a certain class of finite regular graphs
including, for example, typical realizations of random regular graphs, or expanders with large girth. The main object
of our study is the complement of the trajectory of the random walk stopped at a time u|G|, for u > 0, the so-called
vacant set, and its percolative properties.

We show that the vacant set undergoes the following phase transition in u: as long as u < u�, the vacant set has
a unique component with volume of order |G|, whereas if u > u�, the largest component of the vacant set only has
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a volume of order log |G|, with high probability as the size of G diverges. More importantly, we show that the above
phase transition corresponds to the phase transition in a random interlacement model on a regular tree. In particular,
the critical value u� is the same for both models.

The random interlacement (on Zd , d ≥ 3) was recently introduced by Sznitman [25] to provide a model describing
the microscopic structure of the bulk when considering the large N asymptotics of the disconnection time of the
discrete cylinder (Z/NZ)d−1 × Z [9], or percolative properties of the vacant set left by the simple random walk on
the torus (Z/NZ)d [6]. Later, in [23,28], it was proved that the random interlacements indeed locally describe this
microscopic structure. In [20,25] it was shown that the random interlacement undergoes a phase transition for a non-
trivial value u�(Z

d) of the parameter u driving its intensity. The best bounds on the disconnection time known from
[22] and [24] involve parameters derived from random interlacements and the upcoming work [27] connects distinct
regimes for random interlacements with distinct regimes for the vacant set left by random walk on the torus. It can
currently not be proved that the critical value u�(Z

d) for random interlacements is itself connected with a critical
value for the vacant set on the torus or for the disconnection time.

We provide such a connection in our model. This is possible for the following reasons: For the considered graphs G,
large neighbourhoods of typical vertices of G are isomorphic to a ball in a regular tree, and, as we will show, the
corresponding local microscopic model is the random interlacement on such a tree. Connected components of this
interlacement model admit a particularly simple description in terms of a branching process, and its critical value u�

is explicitly computable (see (1.2)), giving us a good local control of configurations of the vacant set on G. Good
expansion properties of G then allow us to extend the local control to a global one.

We now come to the precise statements of our results. We consider a sequence of finite connected graphs Gk =
(Vk, Ek) such that the number nk of vertices in Vk tends to infinity as k →∞. We are principally interested in the
case where Gk is a sequence of d-regular random graphs, d ≥ 3, or of d-regular expanders with large girth (such as,
for example, Lubotzky–Phillips–Sarnak graphs [15]). As we shall show below, these two classes of graphs satisfy the
following assumptions, which are the only assumptions we need in order to prove our main theorems. We assume that
for some d ≥ 3, α1 ∈ (0,1), and all k,

Gk is d-regular, that is all its vertices have degree d , and (A0)

for any x ∈ Vk , there is at most one cycle contained in the ball with radius α1 logd−1 nk centered at x. (A1)

We also assume that the spectral gap λGk
of Gk (we recall the definition in (2.7) below) is uniformly bounded from

below by a constant α2 > 0, that is

λGk
> α2 > 0 for all k ≥ 1. (A2)

Under (A0), this final assumption is equivalent to assuming that Gk are expanders, see (2.11). Note that in general
(A1) does not imply (A2), see Remark 1.5.

We consider a continuous-time random walk on Gk . More precisely, we write P for the canonical law on the space
D([0,∞),Vk) of cadlag functions from [0,∞) to Vk of the continuous-time simple random walk on Gk with i.i.d.
mean-one exponentially distributed waiting times and uniformly distributed starting point. We use (Xt )t≥0 to denote
the canonical coordinate process. For a fixed parameter u≥ 0 not depending on k, we define the vacant set as the set
of all vertices not visited by the random walk until time unk :

V u
k = {x ∈ Vk: x �=Xt for all 0≤ t ≤ unk}. (1.1)

We use Cu
max ⊂ V to denote the largest connected component of V u

k .
The following theorems are the main results of the present paper. The critical parameter u� in the statements

coincides with the critical parameter for random interlacements on the infinite d-regular tree Td , which, according to
[26], equals

u� = d(d − 1) ln(d − 1)

(d − 2)2
. (1.2)
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Theorem 1.1 (Subcritical phase). Assume (A0)–(A2), and fix u > u�. Then for every σ > 0 there exist constants
K(d,σ,u,α1, α2),C(d,σ,u,α1, α2) <∞, such that

P
[∣∣Cu

max

∣∣≥K lnnk

]≤Cn−σ
k for all k ≥ 1. (1.3)

Theorem 1.2 (Supercritical phase). Assume (A0)–(A2), and fix u < u�. Then for every σ > 0 there exist constants
ρ(d,σ,u,α1, α2) ∈ (0,1) and C(d,σ,u,α1, α2) <∞, such that

P
[∣∣Cu

max

∣∣≥ ρnk

]≥ 1−Cn−σ
k for all k ≥ 1. (1.4)

For the statement on the uniqueness of the giant component we denote the second largest component of V u
k by Cu

sec.

Theorem 1.3 (Supercritical phase-uniqueness). Assume (A0)–(A2), and fix u < u�. Then for every κ > 0,

lim
k→∞P

[∣∣Cu
sec

∣∣≥ κnk

]= 0. (1.5)

From the last theorem it follows that there exists a function f satisfying f (n)= o(n) and P [|Cu
sec| ≤ f (nk)]→ 1.

More information on the asymptotics of f (n) could be obtained from our techniques. However, they are not sufficient
to prove f =O(logn), which is the conjectured size of Cu

sec, based on the behaviour of Bernoulli percolation.
Let us now comment on related results. The size of the vacant components left by a random walk on a finite graph

has so far only been studied by Benjamini and Sznitman in [6] for Gk given by a d-dimensional integer torus with large
side length k and sufficiently large dimension d . In this case, the authors prove that the vacant set has a suitably defined
unique giant component occupying a non-degenerate fraction of the total volume with overwhelming probability,
provided u > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. Their work does not prove anything, however, for the large u regime,
let alone any results on a phase transition in u. Our results are the first ones to establish such a phase transition for
a random walk on a finite graph. Moreover, our results provide some indication that a phase transition occurs for
random walk on the torus as well, and that the critical parameter u�(Z

d) for random interlacements on Zd should play
a key role.

A similar phase transition was proved for Bernoulli percolation on various graphs: first by Erdős and Rényi [11]
on the complete graph, and more recently on large-girth expanders in [3], as well as on many other graphs satisfying
a so-called triangle condition [7]. For our results the paper [3] is the most relevant, some of our proofs build on
techniques introduced there. A very precise description of the Bernoulli percolation on random regular graphs was
recently obtained in [17,18].

Let us now comment on the proofs of our results. For most of the arguments, we do not work with the law P of the
random walk, but with a different measure Q on D([0,∞),Vk). The trajectory of the canonical process X under Q

is constructed from an i.i.d. sequence (Y i)i∈N, of uniformly-started random walk trajectories of length L = n
γ

k , for
γ < 1, called segments. To create a nearest-neighbour path, the endpoint of segment Y i and the starting point of
segment Y i+1 are connected using a bridge Zi , i ∈ N, which is a random walk bridge of length 	= log2 nk . Since 	

is much larger than the mixing time of the random walk on Gk , Q provides a very good approximation of P , see
Lemma 4.1.

The set V̄ u
k = Vk \⋃i<	unk/(L+	)
RanY i , the so-called vacant set left by segments, plays a particular role in our

proofs. It is a complement of ‘a cloud of independent random walk trajectories,’ similar to the vacant set of a random
interlacement. Observe that V̄ u

k is an enlargement of V u
k .

To prove Theorem 1.1, we analyse a breadth-first search algorithm exploring one component of the set V̄ u
k . We

show that this algorithm is likely to terminate in no more than K lnnk steps. To prove this, we need to control the
probability that a (not yet explored) vertex y is found to be vacant at a particular step of the algorithm. The main
difficulty is that, unlike in Bernoulli site percolation models, this event is not independent of the past of the algorithm.
We will derive an estimate of the form (see Proposition 3.6)

P
[
y /∈ RanY i |A∩RanY i =∅

]∼ f (d,u)(L+	)/(un), (1.6)

where A will be the part of V̄ u
k already explored by the algorithm. The explicitly computable quantity f (d,u) appears

in the study of random interlacement on the infinite tree Td at level u [26], and it equals the probability that a given
vertex z (different from the root of the tree) is vacant, given its parent in the tree is vacant.
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The estimate (1.6) will imply that the probability of y being vacant given the past of the algorithm is well approx-
imated by f (d,u). Since for u > u� we have f (d,u) < 1/(d − 1), the considered breadth-first search algorithm can
be controlled by a sub-critical branching process, yielding Theorem 1.1.

There is an additional difficulty coming from the fact that the estimate (1.6) holds only under suitable restrictions
on the set A and the vertex y (see (3.28)). These restrictions are however always satisfied for a large majority of the
steps of the algorithm, as we will show in Proposition 5.4.

We now comment on the proof of Theorem 1.2. This proof consists of the following two steps: first we show that
for some slightly larger parameter uk ∈ (u,u�), there are many components of V uk

k having volume at least nδ
k , for

some δ > 0. Then, we use a sprinkling technique, based on the following heuristic idea: we reduce uk to u and prove
that with high probability, the mentioned components merge into a cluster of size at least ρnk , cf. [3].

For the first step, we use the fact that V̄ uk

k can be locally compared with the vacant set of random interlacements on
a d-regular tree. This is proved in Proposition 6.3, which again uses an approximation of type (1.6), see (6.38). Since
uk < u�, the random interlacement at level uk is super-critical, yielding the existence of components of volume nδ

k

in Gk . Lemma 6.9 then implies that going from V̄ uk

k to V uk

k (by inserting the bridges Zi ) does not destroy these
components.

Regarding the second step, it is by no means obvious how to perform a sprinkling as mentioned above. Indeed,
a simple deletion of the last part X[unk,uknk] of the trajectory would require us to deal with the distribution of the set
X[unk,uknk] given V uk

k , which seems difficult. Instead, we perform the sprinkling in the manner natural for random
interlacements (cf. [21]): we remove some segments Y i independently at random.

The deletion of segments, however, disconnects the trajectory of the process. We bypass this problem by adding
extra bridges before the sprinkling (cf. (6.52) and Lemma 6.9 again), so that even after the deletion of some segments,
we can extract a nearest-neighbour trajectory of length at least un, with high probability.

We then use the expansion properties (cf. (2.11)) of our graph to show that the sprinkling construction merges some
of the clusters of size nδ

k into a giant component of size at least ρnk .
The proof of the uniqueness, that is of Theorem 1.3, again combines sprinkling with the local comparison with

random interlacements. Using this comparison and the branching process approximation of the random interlacement
on the tree, we will show that at level uk there are, with a high probability, only o(nk) vertices contained in vacant
clusters of size between ln2 nk and nc

k , for some c ∈ (0,1), see Lemma 7.1 for the exact formulation. This statement is
a weaker version of the so-called ‘absence of components of intermediate size’ which is usually proved for Bernoulli
percolation.

This will allow us to show that any component of V u
k of size at least κnk , should contain at least κnk/2 vertices x

being in vacant components of size at least nc
k at level uk . The sprinkling then shows that any two groups of size κnk/2

of such vertices are connected in V u
k , excluding two giant components with a high probability.

We close this introduction with two remarks concerning our assumptions.

Remark 1.4. The assumptions (A0)–(A2) are designed in order to include two classes of d-regular graphs: expanders
with girth larger than c log |Vk|, and typical realizations of a random d-regular graph. In the random d-regular graph
case these assumptions also help us separate the randomness of the graph from the randomness of the walk.

The fact that the typical realization of the random d-regular graph satisfies assumption (A1) follows from
Lemma 2.1 of [14], where they show it for α1 = 1

5 . To see that (A2) holds one can use the estimate on the second
eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A of the random d-regular graph of Friedman [13] (or older results, e.g. [8,12],
which however only provide estimates for d even and not too small). Indeed, in [13] it is shown that this second eigen-
value is 2

√
d − 1+ o(1), with a high probability. The largest eigenvalue of this matrix is d . This implies (A2), since

the generator of the random walk is given by A
d
− Id.

Remark 1.5. The assumption (A1) does not imply (A2). This can be seen easily by considering two copies G, G′ of
a large girth expander with n vertices, choosing two edges, e = {x, y} of G and e′ = {x′, y′} of G′, erasing e, e′ and
joining G, G′ with two new edges {x, x′}, and {y, y′}. The new graph is d-regular. It satisfies (A1), potentially with
a slightly different constant than G. However, the new edges create a bottleneck for the random walk, implying that
the spectral gap of the new graph decreases to zero with the number of vertices n.
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we set up the notation. In Section 3, we prove an estimate of the
form (1.6). The piecewise independent measure Q is constructed in Section 4. Sections 5, 6 and 7 contain the proofs
of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, respectively.

2. Notation

In this section we introduce additional notation and recall some known results about random interlacements.

2.1. Basic notations

Throughout the text c or c′ denote strictly positive constants only depending on d , and the parameters α1 and α2 in
assumptions (A1) and (A2), with value changing from place to place. The numbered constants c0, c1, . . . are fixed and
refer to their first appearance in the text. Dependence of constants on additional parameters appears in the notation.
For instance cγ denotes a positive constant depending on γ and possibly on d , α1, α2.

We write N= {0,1, . . .} for the set of natural numbers and for a ∈ R we write 	a
 for the largest integer smaller
or equal to a and define �a� = 	a
 + 1. In this paper we use lnx for the natural logarithm and use ld to denote the
logarithm with base d − 1,

ldx = logd−1 x = lnx/ ln(d − 1). (2.1)

For a set A we denote by |A| its cardinality.
Recall that we have introduced a sequence of finite connected graphs Gk = (Vk, Ek) in the Introduction. We will

always omit the subscript k of the sequence of graphs Gk and their sizes nk . In particular, we always assume that n is
the number of vertices of G. For d as in (A0), we will also consider the infinite d-regular tree, denoted Td = (Vd ,Ed).

We now introduce some notation valid for an arbitrary graph G = (V , E ). We use dist(·, ·) to denote the usual
graph distance and write x ∼ y, if x, y are neighbours in G. We write B(x, r) for the ball centred at x with radius r ,
B(x, r)= {y ∈ V : dist(x, y)≤ r}. For A⊂ V we define its complement Ac = V \A, its r-neighbourhood B(A, r)=⋃

x∈A B(x, r), and its interior and exterior boundary

∂iA=
{
x ∈A: ∃y ∈Ac,x ∼ y

}
, ∂eA=

{
x ∈Ac: ∃y ∈A,x ∼ y

}
. (2.2)

We write int(A) for A \ ∂iA. We define the tree excess of a connected set A⊂ V , denoted by tx(A), as the number
of edges which can be removed from the subgraph of G induced by A while keeping it connected. Equivalently,

tx(A)= |EA| − |A| + 1, (2.3)

where EA stands for the edges of the subgraph induced by A. By a cycle we mean a sequence of vertices x1, . . . , xk

such that x1 = xk and xi+1 ∼ xi for all 1≤ i < k. Note that tx(A)= 0 if and only of there is no cycle in A.

2.2. Random walk on graphs

We use Px to denote the law of the canonical continuous-time simple random walk on G started at x ∈ V , that is of
the Markov process with generator given by

�f (x)=
∑
y∈V

(
f (y)− f (x)

)
pxy for f :V →R, x ∈ V, (2.4)

where pxy = 1/dx if x ∼ y, and pxy = 0 otherwise, and dx denotes the degree of the vertex x. We write P G
x for Px

whenever ambiguity would otherwise arise.
With exception of Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we will always work with regular graphs G, in which case dx is

the same for every vertex x ∈ V . We use Xt to denote the canonical process and (Ft )t≥0 the canonical filtration. We
write P 	

x for the restriction of Px to D([0, 	],V ) and P 	
xy for the law of random walk bridge, that is for P 	

x conditioned
on X	 = y. We write Ex,E

	
x,E

	
xy for the corresponding expectations. The canonical shifts on D([0,∞),V ) are
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denoted by θt . The time of the nth jump is denoted by τn, i.e. τ0 = 0 and for n≥ 1, τn = inf{t ≥ 0: Xt �=X0} ◦ θτn−1 +
τn−1. The process counting the number of jumps before time t is denoted by Nt = sup{k: τk ≤ t}. Note that under
Px , (Nt )t≥0 is a Poisson process on R+ with intensity 1, but this is not true under P 	

xy . We write X̂n for the discrete
skeleton of the process Xt , that is X̂n =Xτn . For 0 ≤ s ≤ t , we use X[s,t] to denote the set of vertices visited by the
random walk between times s and t , X[s,t] = {Xr : s ≤ r ≤ t}.

Given A⊂ V , we denote with HA and H̃A the respective entrance and hitting time of A

HA = inf{t ≥ 0: Xt ∈A} and H̃A =HA ◦ θτ1 + τ1. (2.5)

We write ĤA for the discretised entrance time, ĤA =NHA
.

For the remaining notation, we assume that G is a finite connected graph. For such G we denote by π the stationary
distribution for the simple random walk on G and use πx for π(x). P stands for the law of the simple random walk
started at π and E for the corresponding expectation. Under assumption (A0) the stationary distribution is the uniform
distribution. For all real valued functions f,g on V we define the Dirichlet form

D(f, g)= 1

2

∑
x,y∈V

(
f (x)− f (y)

)(
g(x)− g(y)

)
πxpxy =−

∑
x∈G

�f (x)g(x)πx. (2.6)

The spectral gap of G is given by

λG =min
{

D(f,f ): π
(
f 2)= 1,π(f )= 0

}
. (2.7)

From [19], p. 328, it follows that under assumption (A0),

sup
x,y∈V

∣∣Px[Xt = y] − πy

∣∣≤ e−λGt for all t ≥ 0. (2.8)

A function h :V → R is called harmonic on A if �h(x)= 0 for all x ∈ A. For two non-empty disjoint subsets A,C

of V we define the equilibrium potential g�
A,C as the unique function harmonic on (A ∪ C)c , satisfying g�|A = 1,

g�|C = 0. It is well known that

g�
A,C(x)= Px[HA ≤HC], (2.9)

D
(
g�

A,C, g�
A,C

)=∑
z∈A

Pz[H̃A > HC]πz. (2.10)

We define the isoperimetric constant of G as ιG =min{|∂eA|/|A|: A⊂ V, |A| ≤ |V |/2}. If assumption (A0) holds,
then Cheeger’s inequality ([19], Lemma 3.3.7) yields cι2G ≤ λG ≤ c′ιG. The assumption (A2) then implies the exis-
tence of α′2 > 0 such that

|∂eA| ≥ α′2|A| for all k ≥ 1 and A⊂ V with |A| ≤ |V |/2. (2.11)

2.3. Random interlacement

Let us give a brief introduction to random interlacements. Although we will not directly use any results on random
interlacements in this paper, random interlacements give a natural interpretation to the key result in Section 6. Consider
an infinite locally finite graph G= (V,E) for which the simple random walk (with law denoted by P G

x ) is transient.
According to [25,26], the interlacement set on G is given by the trace left by a Poisson point process of doubly
infinite trajectories modulo time-shift in G which visit every point only finitely many times. The complement of the
interlacement set is called vacant set. Although the precise construction of the random interlacements on a graph is
delicate, we give here a characterization of the law Qu that the vacant set induces on {0,1}V. For this, consider a finite
set K ⊂V and define the capacity of K as

cap(K)=
∑
x∈K

P G
x [H̃K =∞] (2.12)
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with H̃K as in (2.5). The law Qu of the indicator function of the vacant set at level u is the only measure on {0,1}V
such that

Qu[Wy = 1 for all y ∈K] = exp
{−u · cap(K)

}
, (2.13)

where {Wy}y∈V are the canonical projections from {0,1}V to {0,1}, see (1.1) in [26].

3. Conditional probability estimate

In this section, we derive in Proposition 3.6 an estimate on the probability that in a finite time interval [0, T ], a random
walk does not visit a vertex y in the boundary of a set A, given that it does not visit the set A. This estimate will be
crucial in the analysis of the breadth-first search algorithm exploring the components of the vacant set, used in the
proof of Theorem 1.1.

We recall first a variational formula for the expected entrance time.

Lemma 3.1 ([2], Chapter 3, Proposition 41). For a non-empty subset A⊆ V ,

(EHA)−1 = inf
{

D(f,f ): f :V →R, f = 1 on A,π(f )= 0
}
. (3.1)

The minimizing function f � in (3.1) is given by

f �(x)= 1− ExHA

EHA

. (3.2)

Using this variational formula, we obtain the following estimate.

Proposition 3.2. Let A and C be disjoint non-empty subsets of V and let g� = g�
A,C be the equilibrium potential (2.9)

and f � the minimising function (3.2). Then

D
(
g�, g�

)(
1− 2 sup

x∈C

∣∣f �(x)
∣∣)≤ 1

E[HA] ≤ D
(
g�, g�

)
π(C)−2. (3.3)

Proof. We prove the right-hand inequality in (3.3) first. To this end, we modify the function g� such that it
becomes admissible for the variational problem (3.1) of Lemma 3.1. We define the function g̃ on V by g̃ =
(g� − π(g�))/(1− π(g�)). Then g̃ equals 1 on A and π(g̃)= 0, so we obtain from (3.1) that

E[HA]−1 ≤ D(g̃, g̃)= D
(
g�, g�

)(
1− π

(
g�
))−2

. (3.4)

Since g� is non-negative, bounded by 1 and non-zero only on Cc, we have π(g�)≤ π(Cc) and the right-hand inequal-
ity of (3.3) follows.

To prove the left-hand inequality in (3.3), observe that the minimiser f � of the variational problem (3.1) satisfies
f � = 1 on A. Therefore

E[HA]−1 = D
(
f �, f �

)≥ inf
{

D(g, g): g :V →R, g = 1 on A,g = f � on C
}
. (3.5)

Since G is finite, the infimum is attained by a function ĝ which satisfies the given boundary conditions on A and C

and which is harmonic in (A ∪ C)c . In particular, the process (ĝ(Xt∧HA∪C
))t≥0 is a Px -martingale for any x ∈ V .

From the optional stopping theorem, it follows that ĝ(x)= g�(x)+ψ(x), x ∈ V , where the function ψ is defined by

ψ(x)=Ex

[
f �(XHC

)1{HC<HA}
]

for x ∈ V. (3.6)

Therefore,

E[HA]−1 ≥ D
(
g� +ψ,g� +ψ

)≥ D
(
g�, g�

)+ 2D
(
g�,ψ

)
. (3.7)
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Since ψ equals 0 on A, �g� equals 0 on (A ∪ C)c and on intC, and �g�(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ ∂iC (indeed, g� is
non-negative on V and equal to 0 on ∂iC), we have

D
(
g�,ψ

)=− ∑
x∈∂iC

�g�(x)ψ(x)πx ≥−|ψ |∞
∑

x∈∂iC

�g�(x)πx. (3.8)

Using again g� equals 0 on ∂iC and observing that �f =−�(1− f ) for any real-valued function f on V , as can be
directly seen from the definition of � in (2.4), we obtain

D
(
g�,ψ

)≥ |ψ |∞ ∑
x∈∂iC

�
(
1− g�

)
(x)
(
1− g�(x)

)
πx. (3.9)

Since 1− g� vanishes on A, while �(1− g�)=�g� vanishes on (A ∪ C)c and on intC, the right-hand side equals
−|ψ |∞D(1− g�,1− g�)=−|ψ |∞D(g�, g�). Putting together (3.7) and (3.9) and using (3.6), we therefore obtain

E[HA]−1 ≥ D
(
g�, g�

)(
1− 2|ψ |∞

)≥ D
(
g�, g�

)(
1− 2 sup

x∈C

∣∣f �(x)
∣∣).

This yields the left-hand estimate in (3.3) and completes the proof of Proposition 3.2. �

In order to apply the left-hand estimate of (3.3), a bound on supx∈C |f �(x)| is required. We will derive such a bound
in Proposition 3.5 below. In its proof we will need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Assume (A0) and consider r, s ∈ N and x ∈ V , such that tx(B(x, r + s)) ≤ 1. Then for any y ∈
∂iB(x, r + s),

Py[HB(x,r) < HB(x,r+s)c ] ≤ c(d − 1)−s . (3.10)

Proof. We write B = B(x, r) and B ′ = B(x, r + s) and for every vertex z ∈ B ′ we define rz = dist(x, z). If tx(B ′)=
0, then B ′ is a tree and rXt behaves like a random walk on N with drift, which steps left with probability p = 1/d and
right otherwise.

It is a known fact that the probability that a random walk on Z jumping with probability p to the right and 1− p

to the left started at x > 0 hits R ≥ x before hitting zero equals (see, e.g., [10], Chapter 4, Example 7.1)

qx − 1

qR − 1
, where q = (1− p)/p. (3.11)

The inequality (3.10) then follows directly from (3.11).
We thus assume that tx(B ′)= 1. Let us call a vertex z in B ′ \{x} exceptional, if z does not have d−1 neighbours z′

with rz′ > rz. We claim that

There are at most two exceptional vertices. All of them are at the same distance (say ρ) of x

and have at most two neighbours z′ with rz′ ≤ rz.
(3.12)

To see this, consider an exceptional vertex z ∈ B ′. By definition, there is a pair z1, z2 of neighbours of z with rz1 , rz2 ≤
rz. By considering geodesic paths from z1 and z2 to x, one can extract a cycle in B(x, rz) containing z and exactly two
of its neighbours z1, z2. By construction, this cycle has at most two vertices which maximize the distance to x. One of
them is z. Second might be z1 or z2, in which case this vertex has the same distance to x as z and is also exceptional.
To show that there cannot be another exceptional vertex other than z (and potentially one of z1, z2), we suppose
that there is one, we call it z′. By the same reasoning we can extract a cycle in B ′ containing z′ with z′ maximizing
the distance to x. This cycle thus must be different from the one containing z. This is impossible since tx(B ′)= 1.
Similarly, if z has three or more neighbours zi with rzi

≤ rz, then every pair of them can be used to extract a cycle, all
of them being different. This is again in contradiction with tx(B ′)= 1. With this we conclude (3.12).
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Let Yt = dist(B,Xt∧HB∪(B′)c ). We compare Y with a continuous-time birth–death process Ut on {0, . . . , s + 1}
given by the following transition rates

pi,i+1 = 1− pi,i−1 =
{

(d − 2)/d, if i = ρ − r ,
(d − 1)/d, if i ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ {ρ − r}, (3.13)

and such that the states 0 and s + 1 are absorbing. More precisely, using (3.12), we can couple Y (under law Py ) with
U (started from s) in such way that Ut ≤ Yk for every t ≥ 0. This implies that

Py[HB < H(B ′)c ] is smaller or equal to the probability that U hits 0 before s + 1, given that U0 = s. (3.14)

The last probability will now be estimated using a standard birth–death process computation. Let f (i) be the prob-
ability that U started at i hits 0 and set h(i) = f (i − 1)− f (i), i ∈ {1, . . . , s + 1}. Clearly f (0) = 1, f (s + 1) = 0
and the strong Markov property on the time of the first jump implies that h(i)pi,i−1 = h(i + 1)pi,i+1, i ∈ {1, . . . , s}.
Fixing h(s + 1)= γ we use the above facts to get

1= f (0)≥ h(1)= γ · p1,2 · · ·ps,s+1

p1,0 · · ·ps,s−1
= γ

2
(d − 1)s−1(d − 2)2. (3.15)

Moreover, conditioned on U0 = s, the probability that U hits zero before s + 1 is f (s)= γ , i.e. Prob[U hits 0 before
s + 1|U0 = s] = f (s)= γ . Putting this together with (3.14) and (3.15) the proof of Lemma 3.3 is finished. �

We now apply the last lemma to estimate the probability that the random walk, started outside of the larger one of
two concentric balls visits the small ball before time T > 0.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that G satisfies (A0) and consider T > 0, r, s ∈ N and x ∈ V such that tx(B(x, r + s)) ≤ 1.
Then, for some c, c′ > 0,

Py[HB(x,r) < T ] ≤ cT (d − 1)−s + e−c′T for all y ∈ B(x, r + s)c. (3.16)

Proof. As in the previous proof we write B = B(x, r), B ′ = B(x, r + s). From an exponential upper bound on the
probability that a Poisson random variable with expectation T is larger than 2T , we have

Py[HB < T ] ≤ Py[ĤB ≤ 2T ] + e−c′T , (3.17)

where ĤB is the entrance time for the discrete-time walk defined below (2.5).
On the way from y to x (as in the lemma), the simple random walk must visit some vertex z ∈ ∂iB

′. After reaching
such vertex, it either hits B without exiting B ′ or it exits B ′. The probability of the first event is bounded from above
by c(d − 1)−s , see Lemma 3.3. When the second event occurs, the simple random walk must again pass through ∂iB

′
in order to visit x. At this point we can repeat the previous reasoning. However, before time 2T we can repeat this
procedure at most 2T times, since we are considering a discrete-time walk. A union bound then implies

Py[ĤB ≤ 2T ] ≤ 2T c(d − 1)−s (3.18)

and Lemma 3.4 follows by renaming constants. �

Finally, we prove the proposition that will allow us to use the left-hand side of the estimate (3.3) on E[HA]−1,
derived in the beginning of this section.

Proposition 3.5. Let G= (V , E ) be a graph on n vertices satisfying (A0), (A2) and let A⊆ V , s ∈ (0, logd−1 n] ∩N

such that |A| ≤ n/2 and tx(B(x, s))≤ 1 for every x ∈A. Then

sup
y∈V :dist(y,A)>s

∣∣∣∣Ey[HA]
E[HA] − 1

∣∣∣∣≤ c|A|(d − 1)−s log4 n. (3.19)
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Proof. In essence, the proof is an application of the estimate (2.8), which shows that the distribution of the random
walk on G at time T = λ−1

G log2 n is close to uniform. From Lemma 3.4, we know that it is unlikely that the random
walk started at y reaches a point x in A before time T and this will yield (3.19).

We shall require the following rough bounds:

n

4|A| ≤E[HA] ≤ sup
z∈G

Ez[HA] ≤ cn logn for some constant c > 0. (3.20)

The first inequality in (3.20) follows from the right-hand estimate of (3.3) with C chosen as Ac, (2.10), and our
assumption that |A| ≤ n/2. To prove the last inequality in (3.20), observe that for t = 2 logn/α2, assumption (A2) and
(2.8) imply

inf
z∈V

Pz[HA ≤ 2 logn/α2] ≥ inf
z∈V

Pz[X2 logn/α2 ∈A] ≥ (2n)−1. (3.21)

By the simple Markov property applied at integer multiples of t , it follows that HA is stochastically dominated by t

times a geometrically distributed random variable with success probability 1/2n and (3.20) readily follows.
Let y be chosen as in the statement and let us first consider the expectation of HA starting from XT . From (2.8)

and our crude estimate (3.20), we obtain, for any z ∈ V ,

∣∣Ez

[
EXT

[HA]
]−E[HA]

∣∣ ≤∑
z′∈V

∣∣Pz

[
XT = z′

]− πz′
∣∣Ez′ [HA]

≤
∑
z′∈V

e− log2 nn logn≤ n3e− log2 n. (3.22)

We now apply this inequality to find an upper bound on Ey[HA]. Since HA ≤ T + HA ◦ θT , the simple Markov
property applied at time T and (3.22) imply that for any z ∈ V ,

Ez[HA] ≤ T +Ez

[
EXT

[HA]
]≤ T + n3e− log2 n +E[HA]. (3.23)

With the first inequality in (3.20), we deduce that

Ez[HA]
E[HA] − 1≤ (T + n3e− log2 n

)4|A|
n
≤ c|A| log2 n

n
, (3.24)

which is ample for one side of (3.19). To prove the other half of (3.19), choose y as in the statement and apply the
simple Markov property at time T to infer that

Ey[HA] ≥ Ey

[
1{HA>T }EXT

[HA]
]=Ey

[
EXT

[HA]
]−Ey

[
1{HA≤T }EXT

[HA]
]

(3.22)≥ E[HA] − n3e− log2 n − Py[HA ≤ T ] sup
z∈V

Ez[HA]

(3.23)≥ E[HA] − 2n3e− log2 n − Py[HA ≤ T ](T +E[HA]
)
. (3.25)

Applying (3.16) to the probability on the right-hand side and rearranging, we find that

Ey[HA]
E[HA] − 1≥−c|A|(d − 1)−s log4 n, (3.26)

which together with (3.24) completes the proof of Proposition 3.5. �

We now analyse the distribution of the hitting time of a point y conditioned on the event that a certain set A is
vacant. This estimate will be helpful for the analysis of the breadth-first search algorithm used in Theorem 1.1.
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Fig. 1. Proper FA(y, r) (gray points) on a 3-regular graph with r = 5.

For any non-empty connected set A⊂ V , r ≥ 1 and y ∈ ∂eA we define

FA(y, r)= {z ∈ B(A, r) \A: z is connected to y in B(A, r) \A
}
. (3.27)

Observe that y ∈ FA(y, r). In the breadth-first search algorithm to be introduced in Section 5, the set FA(y, r) can be
viewed as the ‘future of y seen from A.’ We say that FA(y, r) is proper when (see Fig. 1)

(i) tx(FA(y, r))= 0,
(ii) y has a unique neighbour ȳ in A,

(iii) for any vertex y′ ∈A \ ȳ, every path from y to y′ leaves B(A, r) \A before reaching y′.
(3.28)

Proposition 3.6. Let s ∈ [2, (α1 ∧ 1
2 ) ldn), A⊂ V , A �=∅ with |B(A, s)| ≤ √n, and y ∈ ∂eA, such that FA(y, s) is

proper. Then, for any T > 1,∣∣∣∣lnP [HA∪{y} > T |HA > T ] + T

n

(d − 2)2

d(d − 1)

∣∣∣∣≤ c|A|
n

(
T |A| ln4 n

(d − 1)s
+ 1

)
. (3.29)

Proof. We set

F
y
A(T )= P [HA∪{y} > T |HA > T ] = P [HA∪{y} > T ]

P [HA > T ] , (3.30)

and use results of [1] to estimate both numerator and denominator. Namely, by [1], (1) and Theorem 3, for any A⊂ V ,
t > 0,(

1− 1

λGEαA
HA

)
exp

(
− t

EαA
HA

)
≤ P [HA > t] ≤ (1− π(A)

)
exp

(
− t

EαA
HA

)
. (3.31)

Here αA is the quasi-stationary distribution for the random walk killed on hitting A. We will only need its following
properties, see [1], Lemma 2 and Corollary 4,

1− π(A)∑
x∈A,y∈Ac π(x)pxy

≤ EHA

1− π(A)
≤EαA

HA ≤EHA + λ−1
G . (3.32)

Observe that the left-hand side is bounded from below by n/(2|A|)≥ c
√

n for A as in the statement.
Writing Ã = A ∪ {y}, α = αA and α̃ = α

Ã
, and applying (3.31) for A as well as for Ã to bound the conditional

expectation (3.30), we obtain after rearranging and taking logarithm

ln
1− 1/(λGEα̃H

Ã
)

1− π(A)
≤ lnF

y
A(T )− T

EαHA

+ T

Eα̃H
Ã

≤ ln
1− π(Ã)

1− 1/(λGEαHA)
. (3.33)
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Using (3.32) and the observation following it, we see that EαHA ≥ c
√

n. Therefore, by expanding the function
ln(1/(1 − x)) around zero and using (3.32) again, we obtain that the right most term in (3.33) is bounded from
above by c|A|/n, which can be included in the error term of (3.29). A similar reasoning implies that the left-most
term in (3.33) is bounded from below by −c|A|/n, which can again be accommodated into the error of (3.29).

The inequalities in (3.32) further imply that 0≤EαHA −EHA ≤ λ−1
G and therefore

∣∣∣∣ T

EαHA

− T

EHA

∣∣∣∣≤ cT

(EHA)2
≤ cT

|A|2
n2

, (3.34)

where in the last inequality we used (3.32) again. The right-hand term in the last display is again smaller than the error
in (3.29), since (d − 1)−s ≥ n−1/2 by assumption s ≤ 1

2 ldn.
Finally, we use Proposition 3.2 to approximate 1/EHA and 1/EH

Ã
. To this end we introduce C = B(A, s)c and

we set g = g�
A,C , see (2.9). Then by Proposition 3.2 we have that

∣∣∣∣ T

EHA

− T D(g, g)

∣∣∣∣≤ T D(g, g)

(
π(C)−2 − 1+ 2 sup

z∈C

∣∣∣∣EzHA

EHA

− 1

∣∣∣∣
)

. (3.35)

By (2.10), D(g, g)≤ π(A). From the assumption B(A, s)≤√n it follows that π(C)−2 − 1≤ cn−1/2 ≤ c(d − 1)−s .
Finally, the Proposition 3.5 implies that the supremum in (3.35) is bounded by c|A|(d − 1)−s ln4 n. Hence, the right-
hand side of (3.35) is smaller than the error term in (3.29). An analogous computation proves that T/EH

Ã
is ap-

proximated by T D(g̃, g̃), where g̃ = g�

Ã,C
. A little bit of care is only needed when applying Proposition 3.5, since

dist(Ã,C)= s − 1.
We have thus proved that lnF

y
A(T ) is well approximated by T (D(g, g)−D(g̃, g̃)) up to the error on the right-hand

side of (3.29). We now estimate this expression. Let ȳ be the unique neighbour of y in A. By (2.10),

T
(

D(g, g)−D(g̃, g̃)
)= T

n

[∑
z∈A

Pz[H̃A > HC] −
∑
z∈Ã

Pz[H̃Ã
> HC]

]
. (3.36)

Now we use our assumption that FA(y, s) is proper. Due to (3.28)(iii), for all z ∈A \ {ȳ}, there is no path from z to y

using only vertices in B(A, r) \A. Therefore, for such z Pz[H̃Ã
> HC] = Pz[H̃A > HC], and (3.36) equals

T

n

[
Pȳ[H̃A > HC] − Pȳ[H̃Ã

> HC] − Py[H̃Ã
> HC]

]
. (3.37)

Conditioning the first two terms on Xτ1 , since FA(y, s) is proper, we get

T

n

{
1

d
Py[HA > HC] − Py[H̃Ã

> HC]
}
. (3.38)

Since by assumption tx(FA(y, s))= 0, these probabilities can be computed using the formula (3.11) for the random
walk with drift. Setting q = 1/(d − 1) we have

Py[H̃Ã
> HC] = d − 1

d

1− q

1− qs−1
and Py[HA > HC] = 1− q

1− qs
. (3.39)

Inserting this into (3.38) we obtain that∣∣∣∣T (D(g, g)−D(g̃, g̃)
)+ T (d − 2)2

nd(d − 1)

∣∣∣∣≤ cT

n

1

(d − 1)s
. (3.40)

This completes the proof, since the error is smaller than the right-hand side of (3.29). �

We now use the same techniques to control the hitting time distribution of a point with tree-like neighbourhood.
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Lemma 3.7. Let y ∈ V be such that tx(B(y, s))= 0 for some s ∈ [1, α1 ldn). Then, for any T > 1,

∣∣∣∣lnP [Hy > T ] + T (d − 2)

n(d − 1)

∣∣∣∣≤ c

n

(
T ln4 n

(d − 1)s
+ 1

)
. (3.41)

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as the previous one with Ã = {y} and without the conditioning, which is
equivalent to controlling the numerator of (3.30) only. The same reasoning as before implies that, for g = g�

y,B(y,s)c ,
| lnP [Hy ≥ T ] − T D(g, g)| is smaller than the right-hand side of (3.41). Using (2.10), (3.11), with q = 1/(d − 1)

again, we get

D(g, g)= n−1Py[H̃y > HB(y,s)c ] = 1

n

1− q

1− qs
= d − 2

n(d − 1)
+O
(
(d − 1)−s

)
, (3.42)

which finishes the proof. �

4. Piecewise independent measure

We now make another preparative step in order to prove our main results. In later sections, it will be convenient to split
the random walk trajectory X[0,un] into smaller pieces and to treat pieces that are sufficiently distant in time as being
independent of one another. Although this kind of independence does not hold under the random walk measure P un,
we will in this section construct a new measure on the space of trajectories with the desired independence properties.
In Lemma 4.1, we then estimate the error we make when replacing P un by this new measure.

For the construction, we choose real parameters

L= nγ , 	= (lnn)2, (4.1)

where γ ∈ (0,1) will be fixed later. We consider an abstract probability space (Ω,P) (expectation denoted by E)
on which we define a sequence of i.i.d. random variables Y i , i ≥ 0, with values in D([0,L],V ) and the marginal
distribution P L (defined in Section 2.2). We set ai , bi to be the start- and the end-point of Y i , ai = Y i

0 , bi = Y i
L. On

the same space Ω we further define a sequence of random variables Zi , i ≥ 0, with values in D([0, 	],V ). Given ai ,
bi , i ≥ 0, the random variables Zi are independent, conditionally independent of the sequence (Y i), and the random
variable Zi has the random-walk bridge distribution P 	

bi ,ai+1
. We call the Y i ’s segments and Zi ’s bridges.

We now concatenate the Y i ’s and Zi ’s to obtain an element of D([0,∞],V ). More precisely, we define the con-
catenation mapping X from Ω to D([0,∞),V ) as follows: For t ≥ 0, let it ∈ N and s ∈ [0,L + 	) be given by
t = it (L+ 	)+ st . Then, for t ≥ 0,

Xt

(
Y 0,Z0, Y 1,Z1, . . .

)=
{

Y
it
st , if 0≤ st ≤ L,

Z
it
st−L, if L < st < L+ 	.

(4.2)

The mapping X induces a new probability measure Q= P ◦ X−1 on D([0,∞),V ). We use Qs , s ≥ 0, to denote the
restriction of Q to D([0, s],V ). The measure Q· will be used to approximate P · later. We control this approximation
now.

Lemma 4.1. For every fixed u > 0, the measures P un and Qun are absolutely continuous and there exist constants
c, c′ > 0 depending only on α2 such that∣∣∣∣ dP un

dQun
− 1

∣∣∣∣≤ c′ue−c ln2 n. (4.3)

Proof. Let u′ ≥ u be the smallest number such that u′n is an integer multiple of (L+	), and set m= u′n/(L+	) ∈N.
Let further A be an arbitrary Fun-measurable subset of D([0, u′n],V ). Since P un and Qun are the restrictions of P u′n
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and Qu′n to D([0, un],V ), it is sufficient to prove the lemma with u replaced by u′. To this end, we set t2k = k(L+	),
t2k+1 = k(L+ 	)+L for k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, and write

P u′n[A] =
∑

x0,...,x2m∈V

P u′n[A|Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m]P u′n[Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m]. (4.4)

By the Markov property

P u′n[Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m] = π(x0)

m−1∏
k=0

P L
x2k
[XL = x2k+1]P 	

x2k+1
[X	 = x2k+2]. (4.5)

The construction of the measure Q implies that

Qu′n[A|Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m] = P u′n[A|Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m], (4.6)

Qu′n[Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m] = π(x0)

m−1∏
k=0

P L
x2k
[XL = x2k+1]π(x2k+2). (4.7)

Comparing (4.5) and (4.7), it remains to control the ratio P 	
x [X	 = y]/π(y). However, by (A2) and (2.8), this ratio is

bounded by 1+ ne−α2	. Hence, (4.4) is bounded from above by(
1+ ne−α2	

)m ∑
x0,...,x2m∈V

Qu′n[A|Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m]Qu′n[Xti = xi,0≤ i ≤ 2m]

≤Qu′n[A](1+ ue−c ln2 n
)
, (4.8)

where, in the last inequality, we changed the constants to accommodate the terms polynomial in n. A lower bound can
be obtained analogously. We have thus shown

Qu′n[A](1− ue−c ln2 n
)≤ P u′n[A] ≤Qu′n[A](1+ ue−c ln2 n

)
. (4.9)

It immediately follows that P u′n and Qu′n are absolutely continuous. Moreover, the fact that (4.9) holds for any
event A in Fu′n yields directly the estimate (4.3). �

We end this section with a simple lemma which controls the number of jumps performed by segments and bridges,
which will be useful several times later (see Section 2.2 for the definition of the jump process (Nt )t≥0).

Lemma 4.2.

P
[
2−1nγ < NL < 2nγ

]≥ 1− e−cγ nγ

. (4.10)

For any x, y ∈ V ,

P 	
xy

[
N	 > ln3 n

]≤ c exp
{−c′ ln3 n

}
. (4.11)

Proof. Under the measure P , the random variable NL has Poisson distribution with parameter L= nγ . Hence, (4.10)
follows by a standard large deviation argument.

In order to prove (4.11), note first that N	 is not necessarily a Poisson random variable under P 	
xy , due to the

conditioning on the position of the endpoint. However, using (2.8) for the last inequality, we have

sup
x,y∈V

E	
x,y

[
eN	
] = sup

x,y∈V

E	
x

[
eN	 |X	 = y

]≤ supx∈V E	
x[eN	]

infx,y∈V Px[X	 = y]

≤ exp{(e− 1)	}
infx,y∈V Px[X	 = y] ≤ 2n−1 exp

{
c ln2 n

}
(4.12)
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for n larger than some c′. The exponential Chebyshev inequality then implies claim (ii) for such n. Adjusting the
constants to make the claim valid for all n finishes the proof. �

5. Sub-critical regime

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1, which states that if u > u�, then the maximal connected component Cmax of V u
n

is typically of size O(lnn). We will do it by analysing a breadth-first-search (BFS) algorithm which explores the
component Cx of the vacant set containing a given vertex x. This algorithm is similar to the one used in the Bernoulli
percolation case, but has some important modifications due to the dependence in our model.

We start the proof by reducing the complexity of the problem. We set, as in Section 4, L = nγ , 	 = ln2 n, with
γ ∈ (0,1). Due to Lemma 4.1 it is sufficient to show that Theorem 1.1 holds with with P un replaced by Qun =
P ◦X−1|D([0,un],V ).

Since we are looking for an upper bound on the vacant set, we can disregard the bridges Zi in the concatenation X
(cf. (4.2)). More precisely, we set m= 	un/(L+ 	)
, and we observe that P-a.s. the vacant set

V u
n = V \ {Xt

((
Y i
)
,
(
Zi
))

: t ∈ [0, un]} (5.1)

is a subset of the vacant set left by segments, V̄ u,

V̄ u := V
∖⋃

i<m

RanY i, where RanY i = Y i
[0,L]. (5.2)

Let C̄max = C̄u
max and C̄x = C̄u

x be the largest connected component, and the component containing x of V̄ = V̄ u,
respectively. Then the inequality

P
[|C̄max| ≥K logn

]≤ nP
[|C̄x | ≥K logn

]
(5.3)

implies that to prove Theorem 1.1 it is sufficient to show the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let G be a connected graph on n vertices satisfying the assumptions (A0), (A1), (A2) and let u > u�.
Then for every σ > 0 there exist 1≤ c,K <∞ not depending on n (but depending on d , u, α1, α2) such that

P
[∣∣C̄u

x

∣∣≥K ldn
]≤ cn−σ−1. (5.4)

Proof. We prove this proposition by analysing the following BFS algorithm. During the run of the algorithm, all
vertices in V are in one of four states: explored-vacant, explored-occupied, not-explored or in-queue. The set of
vertices with the state in-queue is organised as a queue Q, that is it is ordered, the vertices are added to its end and
removed from its beginning. The vertices in Q wait to get explored.

Further, the state of any index i ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} of a segment Y i can be either free or tied. Note here that these
states do not change the behaviour of the algorithm, but will be used for its analysis. Their meaning will be easier to
understand as we get to Lemma 5.2.

When the algorithm starts, all vertices different from x are in not-explored state, x is in-queue, Q = (x), and all
indices i ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} are free.

At the step k of the algorithm, the first vertex y of the queue Q is removed from Q. If y /∈ V̄ , then the state of y is
changed to explored-occupied, and all indices i of segments intersecting y (i.e. {i: y ∈ Y i}) become tied. On the other
hand, if y ∈ V̄ , then the state of y changes to explored-vacant and all non-explored neighbours of y in G are placed at
the end of Q, in other words, their state changes to in-queue. To avoid ambiguity, we suppose that V is equipped with
an ordering and the neighbours of y are added to Q according to this ordering.

The algorithm stops if the queue Q is empty, or if the set of explored-vacant vertices has more than K ldn vertices.
Since this set is subset of C̄x by construction, we know that only in the second case we have |C̄x | ≥K ldn. Hence, in
order to establish Proposition 5.1, one only needs to show that

there are K,c > 0 such that, with probability at least 1 − cn−σ−1, the algorithm finishes
because the queue gets empty.

(5.5)
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To analyse the algorithm we need more notation. Throughout this section we fix

r = (7 ld ldn)∨ 2. (5.6)

We let EVk (EOk, IQk) stand for the (random) set of vertices in the explored-vacant (explored-occupied, in-queue,
respectively) state before the beginning of the kth step of the algorithm. Similarly, Fk,Tk denote the sets of free and
tied indices at this moment. We set Ek = EOk∪EVk and let yk be the vertex being explored in the kth step. In particular
y1 = x, EV1 = EO1 = T1 =∅. Let kmax be the step when the algorithm finishes,

kmax =min
{
k: |IQk| = 0 or |EVk| ≥K ldn

}
. (5.7)

Observe that by construction EOk ⊂ ∂eEVk and thus Ek ⊂ (EVk ∪ ∂eEVk). Since G is d-regular, and since exactly one
vertex is explored at every step, this implies

|Ek| = k − 1≤ dK ldn for all k ≤ kmax. (5.8)

We further define a filtration (Ak)k≥1, where the σ -algebra Ak contains all information discovered by the algorithm
before the kth step, that is

Ak = σ(EVj ,EOj , IQj ,Fj ,Tj : j ≤ k ∧ kmax). (5.9)

Observe that, due to the ordering that we use while adding vertices to Q, the random variables y1, . . . , yk−1 are
σ(EOk,EVk)-measurable.

To prove Proposition 5.1 we analyse the process recording the length of the queue, qk = |IQk|, 1≤ k ≤ kmax. We use
rk = qk+1 − qk , 1≤ k < kmax, to denote the size of its jumps. Since the graph G is d-regular, in step k, at most d − 1
(d if k = 1) vertices are added to Q, and every time exactly one vertex is removed from it. Therefore, r1 ∈ {−1, d− 1}
and rk ∈ {−1, . . . , d − 2}, for k ≥ 2.

Roughly speaking, to prove (5.5) we will show that the process (qk)k≤kmax has a ‘down-drift.’ For this, we need
a lower bound on the probability that rk =−1 given the past Ak of the algorithm. Since rk =−1, whenever yk /∈ V̄ u,
we have, on the event {k < kmax},

P[rk =−1|Ak] ≥ P[yk /∈ V̄|Ak] = P

[
yk ∈

⋃
i<m

RanY i
∣∣∣Ak

]

≥ P

[
yk ∈

⋃
i∈Fk

RanY i
∣∣∣Ak

]
. (5.10)

The reason why we have made the distinction between the free and tied indices is made clear in the short lemma
below.

Lemma 5.2. Let k ≥ 1 and k∗ = k ∧ kmax. Then, conditioned on the σ -algebra Ak∗ , the collection (Y i)i∈Fk∗ is i.i.d.
with marginal distribution P L[·|HEk∗ > L].

Proof. Let H = (EVj ,EOj , IQj ,Fj ,Tj )j≤k∗ be the whole history of the algorithm until the time k∗. We use
H̄ = (Vj ,Oj ,Qj ,Fj , Tj )j≤k̄ to denote possible outcomes of H, here k̄ is a positive integer. Since the Y i ’s have

marginal distribution P L, it suffices to prove that for any H̄ such that P[H= H̄ ]> 0 and any measurable subsets Ai

of D([0,L],V ),

P

[⋂
i∈Fk̄

{
Y i ∈Ai

}
,H= H̄

]
=
(∏

i∈Fk̄

P
[
Y i ∈Ai |RanY i ∩Ek̄ =∅

])
P[H= H̄ ], (5.11)

where Ej =Oj ∪Vj . Let us now analyse the event H= H̄ in detail. Let ȳj =Ej+1 \Ej be the vertex explored in the
j th step in the history H̄ . If this vertex is vacant, that is ȳj ∈ Vj+1 \Vj , then we know that ȳj /∈⋂i<m RanY i . On the
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other hand, if it is occupied, that is ȳj ∈Oj+1 \Oj , then necessarily ȳj /∈⋂i∈Fj+1
RanY i , ȳj ∈⋃i∈Tj+1

RanY i and

ȳj ∈⋂i∈Tj+1\Tj
RanY i . Therefore, the event H= H̄ can be written as

⋂
j<k̄:Vj+1\Vj �=∅

(
ȳj /∈

⋂
i<m

RanY i

)

∩
⋂

j<k̄:Oj+1\Oj �=∅

{(
ȳj /∈

⋂
i∈Fj+1

RanY i

)
∩
(

ȳj ∈
⋃

i∈Tj+1

RanY i

)
∩
(

ȳj ∈
⋂

i∈Tj+1\Tj

RanY i

)}
. (5.12)

Collecting the events containing Y i with i ∈ Fk̄ , using Fj ⊃ Fk̄ for all j ≤ k̄, this can be rearranged as⋂
i∈Fk̄

(
RanY i ∩Ek̄ =∅

)∩ f
(
H̄ ,
(
RanY i : i ∈ Tk̄

))
, (5.13)

where f is some event depending only on H̄ and RanY i with i ∈ Tk̄ . Inserting this expression for H= H̄ into (5.11)
and using the independence of Y i ’s under P, the lemma follows. �

Lemma 5.2 implies that, on the event {k < kmax},

P[rk =−1|Ak] ≥ 1− P

[
yk /∈

⋂
i∈Fk

RanY i
∣∣∣Ak

]

= 1− (P [HEk∪{yk} > L|HEk
> L])|Fk |. (5.14)

To bound (5.14), we will use Proposition 3.6 with A= Ek , y = yk ∈ ∂eEk and s = r , see below (5.5). We first check
its assumptions: Inequality (5.8) implies that for n ≥ cK , B(Ek, r) ≤ |Ek|(d − 1)r ≤√n; k ≥ 2 implies Ek �= ∅ and
Ek is connected by construction. For k ≥ 2, let Pk = {FEk

(yk, r) is proper}, see (3.28).
Take εu > 0 such that u�(1 + εu)

2 < u. Since r = 7 ld ldn and L = nγ , the error term in (3.29) is smaller than
cKnγ−1/ lnn which is much smaller than the leading term. Hence, for n ≥ cu,α2,K , on the event Pk , we have by
Proposition 3.6 that on {k < kmax},

P [HEk∪yk
> L|HEk

> L] ≤ exp

{ −nγ−1(d − 2)2

d(d − 1)(1+ εu)

}
. (5.15)

We further define Gk = {|Fk| ≥ u�n
1−γ (1+εu)

2}. Observe that both Pk and Gk are Ak-measurable. Inserting (5.15)
into (5.14) and using the definition (1.2) of u�, we get

P[rk =−1|Ak] ≥
[

1− exp

{ −nγ−1(d − 2)2

d(d − 1)(1+ εu)

}u�n
1−γ (1+εu)2]

1Gk∩Pk

≥ (1+ δu)
d − 2

d − 1
1Gk∩Pk

(5.16)

for some δu > 0 on {k < kmax}, provided n≥ cu,γ .
To proceed we need to control the occurrence of (Gk ∩Pk)

c. Observe that, for k ≤ kmax, Gk ⊃ Gkmax .

Lemma 5.3. For every σ > 0 there exists c= cσ,u,K,γ such that P[Gc
kmax
] ≤ cn−σ−1.

Proof. We set Mn =maxz∈V |{i < m: Y i � z}| and we define the event Ḡ = {Mn ≤ ld2 n}. Observe that on Ḡ we have
by (5.8)

|Fk| =m− |Tk| ≥m− |EOk| ld2 n≥m− dK ld3 n, (5.17)
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which is larger than u�n
1−γ (1+ εu)

2 for n≥ cK,u. Therefore, Gc
kmax

⊂ Ḡc for n≥ cK,u.

It remains to bound P[Ḡc]. First, note that,

P
[
z ∈ RanY i

] = P [Hz ≤ L] ≤ P
[
NL ≥ n2γ

]+ P

[	n2γ 
⋃
j=1

{
Y i

τj
= z
}]

(4.10)≤ cγ e−c′nγ + 2n1−γ ≤ cγ nγ−1. (5.18)

Using the bound above and an exponential Chebyshev-type inequality, we obtain that P[|{i < m: Y i � z}| ≥ ld2 n] ≤
cu,γ e− ld2 n. Summing over z we get P[Ḡc

ζ ] ≤ cu,σ,γ n−σ−1 and the lemma follows. �

We further control the number of steps for which Pk does not hold. This is the content of the following proposition
whose proof is postponed to the end of the section.

Proposition 5.4. There are at most crK2 steps of the algorithm for which P c
k occurs.

To show (5.5) we now couple the process q with another process (q ′k)k≥1 which is a random walk with drift
such that r ′k = q ′k+1 − q ′k ∈ {−1, d − 2} and P[r ′k =−1] = (1+ δu)

d−2
d−1 (see (5.16)). This implies that E[r ′k]< δ′u for

a constant δ′u < 0.
The coupling is constructed so that q ′ can be used as an upper bound for q . This is done as follows. Let k ∈

{2, . . . , kmax − 1}. On (Gk ∩ Pk)
c we take r ′k independent of q . On Gk ∩ Pk we require that r ′k = d − 2 whenever

rk ≥ 0. This is possible because P[rk ≥ 0] ≤ P[r ′k = d − 2] on Gk ∩ Pk , due to (5.16). For k = 1 and k ≥ kmax, r ′k is
independent of q .

As initial condition we take q ′1 = crK2(d − 2)+ d . Intuitively speaking, this gives q ′ a security zone, for the steps
in which Pk does not hold. With this setting, the Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 imply that q ′k ≥ qk for all k ≤ kmax

with probability larger or equal to 1− cn−σ−1.
We can finally show (5.5). The probability that the algorithm finishes due to |EVkmax | ≥ K ldn is bounded from

above by

P
[

min
k<K ldn

qk > 0
]
≤ cn−1−σ + P

[
min

k<K ldn
q ′k > 0

]
≤ cn−1−σ + P

[
q ′K ldn > 0

]≤ c′n−1−σ

for K,c′ large enough, by an easy large deviation estimate for the random walk q ′, which has a negative drift. This
finishes the proof of Proposition 5.1 and consequently of Theorem 1.1. �

It remains to show Proposition 5.4. The next lemma is the key step in its proof. It controls the tree excess of small
(non-necessarily ball-like) sets.

Lemma 5.5. Let G = (V , E ) with |V | = n satisfy (A0) and (A1). Then for all κ ≥ 1 and all connected sets A ⊂ V

such that |A| ≤ κ ldn

tx(A)≤ cκ2 =: α(κ). (5.19)

Proof. Let GA = (A, EA) be the subgraph of G induced by A and let s = α1 ldn. We call a cycle in GA short if it has
no more than 2s edges, otherwise we call it long.

Roughly speaking, the strategy to prove the lemma will be to erase edges belonging to short cycles, then to bound
the amount of edges that could be still removed after that.

Fix a short cycle C and let OC = {y ∈ A: C ⊂ BGA
(y, s)}. Since A is connected, either OC = A or |OC | ≥ s.

Further, since (A1) holds for G, it holds also for GA. Therefore, if C, C′ are two distinct short cycles, then OC and
OC′ are disjoint. This implies that if OC = A for a short cycle C, then there is only one short cycle in A and that in
any case, there are at most |A|/s = κ/α1 short cycles in GA. From every of these disjoint short cycles we can erase
one edge and GA remains connected. Hence we erase at most κ/α1 edges in this step.
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After this removal, we obtain a graph G′A = (A, E ′) with girth larger than 2s. Recall from (2.3) that tx(A) =
|EA| − |A| + 1. Hence, since GA and G′A are both connected and G′A was obtained by removing no more than
1+ κ/α1 edges of GA,

tx(A)≤ 1+ κ/α1 + tx
(
G′A
)
. (5.20)

To estimate the last term on the right-hand side, consider the set D = {(x, y) ∈ A2: distG′A(x, y) ≥ s}. Let γ =
(x0, x1, . . . , xm, x0) be a (necessarily long) cycle in G′A. By removing the edge {x0, xm}, the size of the set D increases
at least by ( s

2 − 1)2. Indeed, before removing this edge any pair (xi, xj ), for 0≤ i ≤ s
2 − 1, 0≤m− j ≤ s

2 − 1 was
not in D. However, after removing {x0, xm}, such a pair must be in D, since otherwise there would be a path in
G′A connecting xi and xj , not passing through the edge {x0, xm} and having length at most s, thus there would be
a short cycle in G′A which is not possible. Since the size of D is at most |A|2, it is not possible to remove more than
|A|2/( s

2 − 1)2 edges from G′A while keeping it connected. Hence,

tx
(
G′A
)≤ |A|2

(s/2− 1)2
, which, for n≥ c, is smaller or equal to 16κ2/α1

2. (5.21)

The claims (5.20) and (5.21) imply that tx(A)≤ 1+ (κ/α1)+ (16κ2/α1
2)≤ cκ2, for n≥ c′. Lemma 5.5 now follows

by possibly adjusting the constants. �

Proof of Proposition 5.4. The algorithm defined in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 5.1 induces a natu-
ral random tree structure T = (Ekmax , ET ). Namely, {y, z} ∈ ET if and only if z was added to the queue during the
exploration of y or vice-versa. By (5.8) we have |Ekmax | ≤ dK ldn=: κ ldn.

We now finish the proof of Proposition 5.4 in three lemmas which respectively control the number of yk’s for which
(i), (iii) or (ii) of (3.28) do not hold. It is worth to remark that the arguments in these lemmas are purely deterministic
and do not depend on the fact that T results from the previous BFS algorithm.

We start dealing with the condition (i) of (3.28). Recall the definition of α(κ) in Lemma 5.5 and that r =
(7 ld ldn)∨ 2.

Lemma 5.6. Let B = {yk: k < kmax and tx(FEk
(yk, r)) �= 0}. Then, for large enough c, |B| ≤ 2rα(2κ) for all n≥ c.

Proof. For i < kmax, we define inductively a sequence γi of paths in V as follows. If yi /∈ B or if yi belongs to⋃
j<i Ranγj , then γi =∅. If yi ∈ B and yi /∈⋃j<i Ranγj , then there is a cycle in FEi

(yi , r) by definition of B and
this cycle is unique by assumption (A1) (note that tx(FEi

(yi, r)) ≤ 1 since r ≤ α1 ldn for n ≥ c). In this case, we
define γi as the unique path in FEi

(yi, r) from yi to this cycle, concatenated with the self-avoiding path exploring the
whole cycle in one of the two directions.

Set A = {1 ≤ i < kmax: γi �= ∅} and observe that |Ranγi | ≤ 2r , for all i ∈ A, and B ⊂ ⋃j∈A Ranγj , hence
|B| ≤ 2r|A|.

It remains to show that |A| ≤ α(2κ). Assume the opposite. Let A0 be any subset of A with α(2κ)+ 1 elements, set
R = Ekmax ∪

⋃
i∈A0

Ranγi . Obviously,

|R| ≤ |Ekmax | + 2r
(
α(2κ)+ 1

)≤ 2κ ldn for n≥ c. (5.22)

We claim that

tx(R)≥ α(2κ)+ 1, (5.23)

which together with (5.22) contradicts Lemma 5.5 and hence proves Lemma 5.6. The estimate (5.23) will follow if
we can show that for all i ∈A0, we have tx(Ri−1) < tx(Ri), where

R0 =∅ and Ri = {y1, . . . , yi} ∪
⋃

j∈A0,j≤i

Ranγj , 1≤ i ≤ |Ekmax |. (5.24)
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If Ri−1 ∩ Ranγi = ∅, then this last claim is immediate, because γi then contains an additional cycle disjoint from
Ri−1. Suppose now that Ri−1 ∩ Ranγi �=∅. We will now find a cycle in Ri using an edge that is not already present
in the graph induced by Ri−1. This will again imply that tx(Ri−1) < tx(Ri), because by removing such an edge the
graph remains connected and still has the graph induced by Ri−1 as a subgraph. To find the cycle, note that yi /∈Ri−1,
because i can be in A0 only if γi �=∅, which by construction can only happen if Ranγj ∩ {yi} =∅ for all j < i. Let
ȳi be the parent of yi in the tree T . Then by construction of T , ȳi ∈ Ri−1. We now exhibit a cycle in Ri as follows:
we start at ȳi and connect ȳi to yi . We then follow the path γi from yi to the first vertex x0 belonging to Ri−1.
Since Ri−1 is connected, we can close our cycle by concatenating our path with a non-intersecting path from x0 to ȳi

using only vertices in Ri−1 and therefore not intersecting the previously constructed path from ȳi to x0. We have thus
found a cycle in Ri using the edge {ȳi , yi}. Since yi /∈ Ri−1, this edge is not present in Ri−1 and it again follows that
tx(Ri−1) < tx(Ri). We have therefore proved (5.23) and thereby completed the proof of Lemma 5.6. �

We now treat condition (iii) of (3.28).

Lemma 5.7. Let B = {yk: there is path in B(Ek, r) \ Ek from yk to Ek \ ȳk}, where ȳk is the parent of yk in T . Then,
for n≥ c, |B| ≤ 2rα(2κ).

Proof. The proof is analogous to the previous one. We define a sequence γi of paths in V as follows: If yi ∈ B and
yi /∈⋃j<i Ranγj , then let γi be a self-avoiding path connecting yi to Ei = {y1, . . . , yi−1}, whose first vertex after
yi is in FEi

(yi , r) and whose length is at most 2r . Provided n is large, such a path exists for any yi ∈ B , because
tx(B(yi, r))≤ 1 (cf. (A1), (5.6)). Otherwise, we set γi =∅. Defining A, A0, R and Ri as in the proof of Lemma 5.6,
we can again prove (5.22) and (5.23). The argument is the same as the one used below (5.23), except that we now only
have to consider the case Ri−1 ∩Ranγi �=∅. �

Finally, we treat condition (ii) of (3.28).

Lemma 5.8. With B = {yk: yk is neighbour in G of two vertices in Ek}, |B| ≤ α(2κ).

Proof. In this case we can remove the edges between yi and Ei which are not in ET from the subgraph of G induced
by Ekmax while keeping it connected. Since |Ekmax | ≤ κ ldn, Lemma 5.5 implies the result. �

Proposition 5.4 follows easily from last three lemmas. �

6. Super-critical regime

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 stating the existence of a giant component for u smaller than u�. Since the
proof is rather lengthy we first briefly outline its strategy. The strategy is inspired by the methods used for Bernoulli
percolation. It has two major parts: First, we consider a modification of the piecewise independent measure and for
such modification, we prove the existence of a sufficient amount of mesoscopic clusters even under a slightly increased
value un > u. Second, by decreasing un back to the original value u, we prove that these clusters are connected by
sprinkling. Both these parts are however rather non-trivial, due to the presence of the dependence.

To construct the mesoscopic clusters, we first show in Section 6.2 that the vacant set left by segments (see (5.2)
and (6.14) below) on G locally resembles the vacant set of random interlacement on the d-regular tree Td = (Vd ,Ed)

(Proposition 6.3). The behaviour of the random interlacement on Td is well known [26] and its clusters can be con-
trolled in terms of a particular branching process. This branching process will be super-critical for u’s considered in
this section.

The control by the branching process allows us to construct a sufficient amount of mesoscopic clusters for the
vacant set left by segments. Since we are looking for a lower bound on the vacant set, we however cannot ignore
the bridges as in the previous section. In Section 6.3 we show that the mesoscopic clusters of the vacant set left by
segments are robust and the addition of the bridges to the picture typically does not destroy them, see Proposition 6.6.

Finally, in Section 6.4 we use a sprinkling well adapted to our model to prove Theorem 1.2. As discussed in the
Introduction, in this sprinkling we erase randomly some segments, possibly in the middle of the trajectory. This can
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possibly disconnect the trajectory. Therefore, to be able to extract a nearest-neighbour path in the end, we must add
many additional bridges to the picture; the robustness proven in Section 6.3 must take them in consideration.

6.1. Preliminaries

We establish first the following technical consequence of assumption (A1) which will be needed later in this section.

Lemma 6.1. Let G= (V , E ) be a graph satisfying assumptions (A0), (A1). Set R = 	α1 ldn
 to be the radius of (A1)
and r =R −Δ, for some Δ ∈ {1,2, . . .}. Then∣∣{x: tx

(
B(x, r)

)= 0
}∣∣≥ (1− (d − 1)−Δ

)|V |. (6.1)

Proof. Let us consider the sets

A= {x: tx
(
B(x, r)

)= 1
}

and Ã= {x: tx
(
B(x,R)

)= 1
}
. (6.2)

We first study the structure of the graph G restricted to Ã. For every point x ∈ Ã, there is exactly one cycle in B(x,R).
This cycle should contain at most 2R + 1 vertices, otherwise it cannot be contained there. If C ⊂ V is such a cycle,
we define 	C = diamC = 	|C|/2
 and NC(s) = {x: C ⊂ B(x, s)} for s ≤ R. It is easy to see that (A1) implies
NC(R)= B(C,R − 	C).

We now prove the following claim: the subgraph of G induced by NC(R) is composed by the cycle C with disjoint
trees rooted at its vertices with depth R − 	C . Indeed, the graphs attached to every y ∈ C should be trees because
otherwise (A1) cannot hold. To see that they must be disjoint, suppose that they are not, that is there are two points
y, z ∈ C such that y and z are connected in NC(R) \C. This connection must be shorter than 2(R− 	C)+ 1. Joining
this connection with the shortest connection of y and z in C, which is shorter than 	C , we obtain a cycle different
from C of length at most 2R− 	C + 1, which is contained in B(y,R). This, however, contradicts (A1).

The claim proved in the above paragraph implies that∣∣NC(R)
∣∣= |C| + (d − 2)|C|(1+ · · · + (d − 1)R−	C−1)= |C|(d − 1)R−	C . (6.3)

Since NC(r) is either empty or has a similar structure as NC(R)∣∣NC(R) \NC(r)
∣∣≥ |C|(d − 1)r−	C

(
(d − 1)Δ − 1

)≥ ∣∣NC(r)
∣∣((d − 1)Δ − 1

)
. (6.4)

By our assumptions, the set Ã can be written as a disjoint union Ã =⋃M
i=1 NCi

(R) for some M ∈ N and cycles
C1, . . . ,CM . Similarly A =⋃i∈U NCi

(r) for some U ⊂ {1, . . . ,M} which contains indices of cycles shorter than
2r + 1. Therefore, using (6.3) and (6.4),

|V | ≥ |Ã| ≥
∑
i∈U

∣∣NCi
(R)
∣∣=∑

i∈U

∣∣NCi
(r)
∣∣+ ∣∣NCi

(R) \NCi
(r)
∣∣

≥
∑
i∈U

∣∣NCi
(r)
∣∣(d − 1)Δ = (d − 1)Δ|A|. (6.5)

Hence |A| ≤ |V |/(d − 1)Δ and thus |Ac| = |{x: tx(B(x, r))= 0}| ≥ (1− (d − 1)−Δ)|V |. �

We now collect some notation used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. In what follows, we write V= Vd for the set of
vertices of the tree Td and denote by o its root. In order to describe the clusters of random interlacement on the tree Td

we define the function f : V→R as

f (z)=
{

(d−2)2

d(d−1)
, if z �= o,

d−2
d−1 , for z= o.

(6.6)
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We let Q�
u stand for the law on {0,1}V which associates to the vertices z ∈V independent Bernoulli random variables

with success probability e−uf (z). The following result of [26] provides the connection between this Bernoulli percola-
tion and random interlacement on Td . This result will not be used in this paper, but is quoted here in order to provide
the natural interpretation of the model that we have just introduced.

Theorem 6.2 ([26], Theorem 5.1 and (5.7)). The connected component Co ⊆ V containing the root o has the same
law under Qu characterised by (2.13) as under Q�

u.

Note that, under the law Q�
u the cluster Co ⊆ V can be regarded as a branching process, where the ancestor in

generation 0 is born with probability exp{−ud−2
d−1 }, and with binomial offspring distribution with parameters d − 1

and pu, where

pu = exp

{
−u(d − 2)2

d(d − 1)

}
. (6.7)

In order to deal with this branching process it is useful to define the expected number of offsprings as well as its
logarithm in base d − 1:

mu = (d − 1)pu and vu = ldmu = 1− u(d − 2)2

d(d − 1) ln(d − 1)
= 1− u

u�

. (6.8)

Observe that for u < u�, we have mu > 1+ cu and vu ∈ (cu,1), for a constant cu > 0.
For u ∈ (0, u�), it will be convenient to fix a small ε = ε(u) > 0 such that the slightly increased intensity u(1+ ε)

satisfies

u(1+ ε) <
u+ u�

2
and

1

4
+ 11

4
ε <

u�

2(u+ u�)
, (6.9)

which by (6.8) implies that

3

2
vu(1+ε) − 5

4
vu(1−ε) = 1

4
− u

u�

(
1

4
+ 11

4
ε

)
> 0. (6.10)

Finally, we define

β = α1

100
<

1

100
and γ = γ (u)= vu(1+ε)β

2
<

β

2
. (6.11)

When u≥ u� (which we allow in Section 6.2) we only require a weaker condition

0 < γ < β = α1/100≤ 1/100. (6.12)

We recall from Section 4 the segments Y i with length L = nγ constructed on the probability space (Ω,P). We
define

Mu =
⌈
un/(L+ 	)

⌉
for u > 0. (6.13)

We consider the vacant set left by segments V̄ u = V \⋃0≤i<Mu
RanY i , and the corresponding random configuration

ξu ∈ {0,1}V defined by

ξu = 1V̄ u = 1

{
V
∖ ⋃

0≤i<Mu

RanY i

}
. (6.14)

Given a configuration η ∈ {0,1}V or η ∈ {0,1}V, let

Cx(η) be the connected component of suppη := {y ∈ V : η(y)= 1} containing the vertex x, (6.15)
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and Cmax(η) be the largest such component.
For any fixed vertex y ∈ V , we define

By = B(y,β ldn), B ′y = B(y,5β ldn)⊆ V. (6.16)

We also set

B= B(o,β ldn), B′ = B(o,5β ldn)⊂V. (6.17)

If y has a tree-like neighbourhood of radius 5β ldn,

there is a graph isomorphism φ :B ′y → B′ such that φ(y)= o. (6.18)

In order to make the formulas less complicated, we will mostly identify the vertices of G and of Td linked by this
isomorphism and omit φ from the notation. The vertex y is always given by the context. In particular, for z ∈ By we
define f (z)= f (φ(z)).

6.2. Approximation by random interlacements

With all notation in place, we can now approach the proof of Theorem 1.2. In this section we show that, provided
tx(B ′y)= 0, the component of the set V̄ u ∩By = supp ξu ∩By containing the centre y of By can, up to a small error,
be controlled from above and from below by the branching process introduced in (6.6) and below. Note that for the
next proposition it is not necessary to assume that u < u�.

Proposition 6.3. Assume (A0) and (A2), and suppose that tx(B ′y) = 0. Then for any u ≥ 0, ε ∈ (0,1), we can

construct random sets Cu(1+ε) and Cu(1−ε) ⊆V distributed as Co under Q�
u(1+ε) and Q�

u(1−ε) such that

P

[
Cu(1+ε) ∩B⊆ Cy(1By · ξû)⊆ Cu(1−ε) for all û ∈

(
u

(
1− ε

2

)
, u

(
1+ ε

2

))]
≥ 1− cγ,u,εn

−2β.

Remark 6.4. Proposition 6.3 can also be interpreted as a control of the component of V̄ u ∩By by random interlace-
ment on Td . Indeed, due to Theorem 6.2, the sets Cu(1±ε) have the same distribution under the Bernoulli measure
Q�

u(1±ε) as under the random interlacement measure Qu(1±ε).

Proof of Proposition 6.3. Throughout this proof, we write B , B ′ rather than By , B ′y . Our strategy resembles the proof
of Theorem 5.1 in [26]. We first poissonise the number of trajectories entering in the definition of the configurations ξû

for û ∈ (u(1 − ε/2), u(1 + ε/2)), see (6.14). To this end we introduce two independent Poisson random variables
Π+ and Π− defined on (Ω,P) with parameters un1−γ (1 + 3ε

4 ) and un1−γ (1 − 3ε
4 ), independent of all previously

introduced random variables. We are going to compare ξû with the configurations ξ−, ξ+ defined by

ξ− = 1

{
V
∖ ⋃

i<Π−
RanY i

}
and ξ+ = 1

{
V
∖ ⋃

i<Π+
RanY i

}
. (6.19)

Clearly, by a large deviation argument, since Mu = un1−γ (1+ o(1)),

P
[
ξ+ ≤ ξû ≤ ξ− for all û ∈ (u(1− ε/2), u(1+ ε/2)

)]
≥ P[Π− ≤Mu(1−ε/2) < Mu(1+ε/2) ≤Π+] ≥ 1− cγ,u,ε exp

{−cn1−γ
}
. (6.20)

Next, we will dominate ξ± from above and from below by a collection of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables. For
every z ∈ B , we define the set Dz as the set of descendants of z in B , that is

Dz =
{
z′ ∈ B: any path from z′ to y meets either z or some vertex in Bc

}
,
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Fig. 2. The trace left by some pieces in B and the set Dz . The black and white circles represent respectively the values 0 and 1 for the variables
ξ̃±(z) defined in (6.22).

see Fig. 2. Consider the following disjoint subsets of D([0,L],V ), cf. [26], (5.3),

Wz =
{
Y ∈D

([0,L],V ): z ∈ RanY ∩B ⊂Dz

}
, z ∈ B,

(6.21)
W = {Y ∈D

([0,L],V ): RanY ∩B �=∅
}∖⋃

z∈B

Wz.

In particular, all trajectories in W must enter B , then exit B ′ and enter B again, see Fig. 2. We define the random
configurations ξ̃+, ξ̃− ∈ {0,1}B on (Ω,P) by

ξ̃−(z)= 1
{
Y i /∈Wz ∀i < Π−

}
, z ∈ B,

(6.22)
ξ̃+(z)= 1

{
Y i /∈Wz ∀i < Π+

}
, z ∈ B,

see Fig. 2 again. Since the sets Wz are disjoint for distinct z’s, the variables ξ+(z) will be independent for distinct z’s
due to the Poissonian character of Π+ (the same will also hold for ξ−(x)), see Lemma 6.5 below. We further consider
the random variable

Z = 1
{
Y i /∈W ∀i < Π+

}
. (6.23)

Observe that

on the event {Z = 0}, Cy(1B · ξ−)= Cy(ξ̃−) and Cy(1B · ξ+)= Cy(ξ̃+). (6.24)

The following lemma shows that the laws of ξ̃− and ξ̃+ on {0,1}B are comparable with the laws Q�
u(1−3ε/4) and

Q�
u(1+3ε/4) of Bernoulli percolation introduced above, restricted to {0,1}B (which by assumption can be identified

with {0,1}B ).

Lemma 6.5. For ± denoting either + or −, the events ({ξ̃±(z)= 1})z∈B are independent and satisfy∣∣P[ξ̃+(z)= 1
]− e−u(1+3ε/4)f (z)

∣∣≤ cγ,un
−γ /3 and

(6.25)∣∣P[ξ̃−(z)= 1
]− e−u(1−3ε/4)f (z)

∣∣≤ cγ,un
−γ /3.

Before we prove this lemma, we complete the proof of Proposition 6.3. For z ∈V let

p+z = e−u(1+ε)f (z), q+z = P
[
ξ̃+
(
φ−1(z)

)= 1
]
,

(6.26)
p−z = e−u(1−ε)f (z), q−z = P

[
ξ̃−
(
φ−1(z)

)= 1
]
.
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Then Lemma 6.5 implies that for n≥ c′γ,u,ε ,

p+z ≤ q+z ≤ q−z ≤ p−z for all z ∈ B. (6.27)

We now construct the sets Cu(1±ε) as stated in the proposition by adding to our probability space (Ω,P) a collection
{U+z ,U−z }z∈V of independent Bernoulli-distributed random variables which will fine tune the values q±z to match the
p±z ’s:

• For every z ∈V \B, the parameters of U+z and U−z are p+z and p−z .
• For z ∈ B, U+z and U−z have parameters p+z /q+z and (p−z − q−z )/(1− q−z ).

We then define Cu(1±ε) by

Cu(1+ε) = Co

(((
ξ̃+(z)∧U+z

)
1z∈B +U+z 1z∈V\B

)
z∈V

)
, (6.28)

Cu(1−ε) = Co

(((
ξ̃−(z)∨U−z

)
1z∈B +U−z 1z∈V\B

)
z∈V

)
. (6.29)

Note that we then have

Cu(1+ε) ⊂ Cy(ξ̃+)⊆ Cy(ξ̃−)⊂ Cu(1−ε). (6.30)

Since the variables ξ̃± and U±z are all independent (cf. Lemma 6.5), it is elementary to check that the laws of Cu(1±ε)

agree with those of Co under Q�
u(1±ε) for large n. Moreover, we have by (6.24) that on the event {Z = 0} ∩ {ξ+ ≤ ξû ≤

ξ−},
Cu(1+ε) ∩B⊆ Cy(1B · ξ+)⊆ Cy(1B · ξû)⊆ Cy(1B · ξ−)⊆ Cu(1−ε) ∩B. (6.31)

Since we already know the bound (6.20), it thus only remains to prove that

P[Z �= 0] ≤ cun
−2β. (6.32)

If Z �= 0, there is an i < Π+ such that Y i ∈W . Since tx(B ′)= 0, if Y i ∈W , then there exist times t1 < t2 < t3 such
that Y i

t1
∈ B , Y i

t2
/∈ B ′ and again Y i

t3
∈ B , see (6.21). Using the strong Markov property we thus get

P
[
Y i ∈W

]= P L[W ] ≤ P L[HB < L] sup
w∈V \B ′

P L
w [HB < L]. (6.33)

Note that by stationarity of the random walk with respect to the uniform distribution,

P L[HB < L] ≤EL

[
NL∑
k=0

1{X̂k ∈ B}
]
=EL[NL]|B|/n= L|B|/n. (6.34)

Using Lemma 3.4 for the second term on the right-hand side of (6.33), we hence obtain

P
[
Y i ∈W

]≤ cγ nγ+β−1(cnγ−4β + e−c′nγ )≤ cγ n2γ−3β−1. (6.35)

Since Z has Poisson distribution with parameter un1−γ (1+ 3ε/4)P L[W ], using γ < β ,

P[Z �= 0] = 1− exp
{−u(1+ 3ε/4)n1−γ P L[W ]}≤ cun

−2β. (6.36)

Up to Lemma 6.5, this completes the proof of Proposition 6.3. �

Proof of Lemma 6.5. Since the sets Wz, z ∈ B , are mutually disjoint and Π− is Poisson distributed, independent of
the Y i ’s, the random variables |{Y i ∈Wz: i < Π−}|, z ∈ B , are independent Poisson random variables with parameters
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un1−γ (1− 3ε/4)P[Y 0 ∈Wz]. In particular, since ξ̃−(z)= 1{|{Y i ∈Wz: i < Π−}| = 0}, the events ({ξ̃−(z)= 1})z∈B

are indeed independent. Moreover, we have

P
[
ξ̃−(z)= 1

]= P
[∣∣{Y i ∈Wz: i < Π−

}∣∣= 0
]= e−un1−γ (1−3ε/4)P[Y 0∈Wz]. (6.37)

The above arguments apply also to ξ̃+ and yield the analogous claims. Since the function e−x is Lipschitz with
constant 1 on [0,∞), we see that the left-hand sides of (6.25) are bounded by cu|n1−γ P L[Wz] − f (z)|. It is therefore
sufficient to prove that∣∣n1−γ P L[Wz] − f (z)

∣∣≤ cγ n−γ /3 for any z ∈ B. (6.38)

Note the relation of this approximation with (1.6).
Conditioning on the number of jumps NL made by X in the time interval [0,L] and using independence of NL and

the discrete skeleton X̂, we have

P L[Wz] =
∑
r≥0

P [NL = r]P [z ∈ {X̂0, . . . , X̂r} ∩B ⊂Dz

]
. (6.39)

Let us fix any r such that 	2−1nγ 
 ≤ r ≤ 	2nγ 
 and throughout the rest of this proof write Az = B \Dz. Summing
over all possible times k when X̂ first visits z and applying the simple Markov property, we obtain

P
[
z ∈ {X̂0, . . . , X̂r} ∩B ⊂Dz

]= ∑
0≤k≤r

P [ĤAz∪{z} = k, X̂k = z]Pz[ĤAz > r − k], (6.40)

where we are using the convention that Ĥ∅ =∞, which occurs in the last probability when z = y, in which case
Ay = B \ Dy = ∅. Using reversibility of X̂ with respect to the uniform distribution on the first probability in the
product, we deduce that

P
[
z ∈ {X̂0, . . . , X̂r} ∩B ⊂Dz

]= 1

n

∑
0≤k≤r

Pz

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} > k
]
Pz[ĤAz > r − k]. (6.41)

We now claim that the following estimates hold uniformly for all nγ/2 ≤ k ≤ r − nγ/2:

sup
z′∈V \B ′

Pz′ [ĤB ≤ k] ≤ cγ n−3β and sup
z′∈B ′

Pz′ [ĤV \B ′ ≥ k] ≤ cγ (logn)n−γ /2. (6.42)

Indeed, the first estimate follows from Lemma 3.4 and the choice of γ < β in (6.11), while the second estimate in
(6.42) follows from the Chebyshev inequality and the bound Ez′ [ĤV \B ′ ] ≤ cβ logn, which is an elementary estimate
on the expected amount of time it takes a one-dimensional biased random walk to reach the level 5β ldn.

For any k as above, it follows from (6.42) and the strong Markov property applied at time ĤV \B ′ that

∣∣Pz

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} > k
]− Pz

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} > ĤV \B ′
]∣∣≤ cγ

(
n−3β + n−γ /3). (6.43)

We now relate the second probability on the left-hand side to the escape probability to infinity from B∪ {z} for the
random walk on the tree Td . By the strong Markov property applied at time ĤV \B ′ , we have (identifying z and Az

with corresponding objects on Td )

P Td
z

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} =∞
]≤ Pz

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} > ĤV \B ′
]≤ P

Td
z [Ĥ+

Az∪{z} =∞]
infz′∈V\B′ P Td

z′ [HB =∞]
. (6.44)

By another elementary estimate on the biased random walk (dist(B, X̂n))n≥0, we have

inf
z′∈V\B′

P
Td

z′ [HB =∞] ≥ 1− cn−4β. (6.45)
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Collecting the above estimates we obtain that for any nγ/2 ≤ k ≤ r − nγ/2,∣∣Pz

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} > k
]− P Td

z

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} =∞
]∣∣≤ cγ n−γ /3, (6.46)

and the same computations with Ĥ+
Az∪{z} replaced by ĤAz show that

∣∣Pz[ĤAz > r − k] − P Td
z [ĤAz =∞]

∣∣≤ cγ n−γ /3. (6.47)

With estimates on one-dimensional random walk, we can compute the escape probabilities for random walk on the
infinite tree explicitly. Indeed, by applying the simple Markov property at time 1, and then computing the probability
that a nearest-neighbour biased random walk on the integers does not return to 0 when started at 1, we obtain

P Td
z

[
Ĥ+

Az∪{z} =∞
]=
{

d−1
d
× d−2

d−1 = d−2
d

, if z �= y,
d−2
d−1 , if z= y,

(6.48)

and similarly, by the convention that Ĥ∅ =∞,

P Td
z [ĤAz =∞]=

{
d−2
d−1 , if z �= y,

1, if z= y.
(6.49)

Note that in both cases, the product of the two probabilities just computed equals f (z), cf. (6.6). Inserting the estimates
(6.46) and (6.47) into (6.41), we therefore infer that for any r such that 2−1nγ ≤ r ≤ 2nγ ,∣∣P [z ∈ {X̂0, . . . , X̂r} ∩B ⊂Dz

]− rn−1f (z)
∣∣≤ cγ n−1+(2γ /3). (6.50)

Using this estimate and the large deviation bound on NL from (4.10) in (6.39), we obtain that∣∣P L[Wz] −Ln−1f (z)
∣∣≤ cγ n−1+(2γ /3), (6.51)

hence (6.38). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.5 and thus of Proposition 6.3. �

6.3. Existence of mesoscopic components

We now use the results of the last section to establish the existence of many mesoscopic components in the (appropri-
ately modified) vacant set. In order to state the precise result, we need, as we have discussed before, to introduce the
long-range bridges that are necessary to perform the sprinkling.

Recall from Section 4 that ai = Y i
0 and bi = Y i

L denote the start- and end-point of the segment Y i , i ≥ 1. On
the same probability space (Ω,P), we now define a family of D([0, 	],V )-valued random variables Zi,j , i ∈ N,
j ∈ {1, . . . , 	lnn
}, with law characterized by the following:

conditionally on ai , bi , the Zi,j ’s are independent, independent of the Y i’s,
and have distribution P 	

bi ,ai+j
.

(6.52)

We call Zi,j ’s the long-range bridges. Given the Y i ’s and Zi,j ’s as above, we denote by ξ ′u ∈ {0,1}V the indicator
function of the vacant set left by them, i.e.

ξ ′u = 1

{
V
∖ ⋃

i<Mu,j≤lnn

{
RanY i ∪RanZi,j

}}
. (6.53)

From definitions of ξu and ξ ′u it follows that ξ ′u ≤ ξu.
We now show that the configuration ξ ′u has many mesoscopic components. More precisely, the following proposi-

tion shows that with high probability, a constant proportion of vertices is contained in components of ξ ′u with size of
order nvu(1+ε)β .
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Proposition 6.6. For 0 < u < u�, there exist constants c1, c2 depending on α1, α2 and u, such that

P
[∣∣{x ∈ V :

∣∣Cx

(
ξ ′u
)∣∣≥ c1n

vu(1+ε)β
}∣∣≥ c1n

]≥ 1− c2 exp
{−c ln3 n

}
. (6.54)

The proof of the proposition has two parts. First, in Lemma 6.8, we establish a similar result for the configuration ξu

defined in (6.14) as the indicator of the complement of the segments. We then show that many of them survive adding
the long-range bridges which will prove the Proposition 6.6.

6.3.1. Robust mesoscopic components for ξu

In order to ensure that adding the long-range bridges does not destroy the components of ξu of size c1n
vu(1+ε)β , we

should make them more robust. We therefore impose the following more restrictive conditions on the components to
be found.

Definition 6.7. Let η be a configuration in {0,1}V and set for l ∈N

Cl
x(η)= {y ∈ ∂iB(x, l): y is connected to x by a path in Cx(η)∩B(x, l)

}
. (6.55)

(Note that Cl
x(η) is contained in, but not necessarily equal to Cx(η)∩ ∂iB(x, l).) Given a positive parameter h, a given

site x ∈ V is said to be h-proper under the configuration η, if tx(B(x,3β ldn))= 0 and the following two conditions
hold (recall (6.8)):

(i) |Cβ ldn
x (η)| ≥ hm

β ldn

u(1+ε) = hnvu(1+ε)β ,

(ii) |Cl
y(η)| ≤ m

(5/4)l

u(1−ε) for all y ∈ B(x,β ldn), l ∈ [l0, l1] ∩ N, where l0 = �10 ln lnn/vu(1−ε)�,
l1 = 	β ldn
.

(6.56)

The next lemma proves the existence of many proper sites.

Lemma 6.8. For β , ε as in (6.11), (6.9) there exist constants c3(u), c4(u) and c(α1, u) such that

P
[∣∣{x ∈ V : x is c3-proper under ξu}

∣∣≥ c4n
]≥ 1− c exp

{− ln3 n
}
. (6.57)

Proof. We first show with Proposition 6.3 and estimates on branching processes that the expected number of proper
vertices is of order n and then we show that this number is concentrated around its expectation. Throughout this proof,
we abbreviate mu(1+ε) and mu(1−ε) by m+ and m−.

Consider x ∈ V such that tx(B(x,α1 ldn)) = 0. We estimate the probability that x satisfies condition (6.56)(i)
with h > 0 to be chosen. Since 5β < α1, using Proposition 6.3 with u(1+ ε) < (u+ u�)/2 (cf. (6.9)),

P
[∣∣Cβ ldn

x (ξu)
∣∣< hm

β ldn
+

]≤Q�
u(1+ε)

[∣∣Cβ ldn
o

∣∣< hm
β ldn
+

]+ cun
−2β. (6.58)

For u(1+ ε) < (u+ u�)/2, the branching process induced by Q�
u(1+ε) is supercritical. Hence, [5], Theorem 2, p. 9,

implies that for h < cu chosen small enough, the first term on the right-hand side of (6.58) is bounded by 1− cu for
n≥ c′u. Therefore, letting h be some strictly positive constant c3 < cu,

sup
n≥cu

P
[∣∣Cβ ldn

x (ξu)
∣∣< c3m

β ldn
+

]
< 1− cu. (6.59)

We now treat condition (6.56)(ii). Since mu > 1+ cu, we can use [4], Theorem 4, to find a θu ∈ (0, cu) such that (here,
E�

u denotes Q�
u-expectation)

Hu = sup
n

sup
l≥0

E�
u

[
exp

{
θu

|Cl
y |

ml
u

}]
<∞. (6.60)
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We claim that for l0 and l1 as in (6.56), and ε as in (6.9),

Q�
u(1−ε)

[∣∣Cl
o

∣∣> m
(5/4)l
− for some l ≥ l0

]≤ cu exp
{−c′u ln2 n

}
. (6.61)

Indeed, by the exponential Chebyshev inequality, the left-hand side of (6.61) can be bounded from above by

∞∑
l=l0

Q�
u(1−ε)

[
exp

{
θu(1−ε)

|Cl
o|

ml−

}
> exp

{
θum

(1/4)l
−

}]

(6.60)≤
∞∑

l=l0

Hu(1−ε) exp
{−θu(1−ε)m

(1/4)l
−

}

≤Hu(1−ε) exp

{
−θu(1−ε) exp

{⌈
10 ln lnn

ldm−

⌉
1

4
(ldm−)(lnd)

}} ∞∑
k=0

e−θu(1−ε)m
l0− (m

(1/4)k
− −1)

(lnd≥1)≤ cu exp
{−c′u ln2 n

}
. (6.62)

This proves (6.61). It follows that

P
[∣∣Cl

y(ξu)
∣∣> m

(5/4)l
− for some y ∈ B(x,β ldn), l0 ≤ l ≤ l1

]
Proposition 6.3≤ cnβ

{
Q�

u(1−ε)

[∣∣Cl
o

∣∣> m
(5/4)l
− for some l ≥ l0

]+ cun
−2β
} (6.61)≤ cun

−β. (6.63)

The above bound, together with (6.59), allows us to conclude that for all n≥ c′u, P[x is c3-proper under ξu] ≥ cu > 0.
Summing this probability over the vertices x with tx(B(x,3β ldn)) = 0 (which have positive proportion by
Lemma 6.1) we obtain that

E
[∣∣{x ∈ V : x is c3-proper under ξu

}∣∣]≥ cun. (6.64)

We now show that the number of c3-proper points concentrates around its expectation. To this end we use a con-
centration inequality in [16], Lemma 1.2. We first consider a slightly modified configuration ξ̌ ∈ {0,1}V , where we
consider only the first [2nγ ] jumps of each Y i :

ξ̌ = ξ̌
(
Y 0, Y 1, . . . , YMu−1)= 1

{
V
∖ ⋃

i<Mu

Y i
[0,τ[2nγ ](Y i )∧L]

}
, (6.65)

where τk(Y
i) is the time of the kth jump of Y i (we set τk(Yi)= L if Y i jumps less than k-times). We define a function

f
(
Y 0, . . . , YMu−1)= ∣∣{x ∈ V : x is c3-proper under ξ̌}∣∣. (6.66)

We claim that, writing �Y for (Y 0, . . . , YMu−1),

if �Y and �Y ′ differ in at most one coordinate, then |f ( �Y )− f ( �Y ′)| ≤ cnγ+β. (6.67)

Indeed, changing one segment Y i , we can change at most 2nγ values of ξ̌ . Moreover, the event that a given point
x ∈ V is c3-proper under ξ̌ only depends on the values of ξ̌ in B(x,β ldn), which has volume bounded by cnβ . This
gives (6.67). Note that

E[f ] ≥ E[f 1
ξu=ξ̌

] = E
[∣∣{x ∈ V : x is c3-proper under ξu}

∣∣ · 1
ξu=ξ̌

]
(6.64)≥ cun− n · P[ξu �= ξ̌ ] for n≥ cu. (6.68)
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The bound (4.10) implies that

P[ξu �= ξ̌ ] ≤MuP
[
NL ≥ 2nγ

]≤ exp
{−cun

γ
}
. (6.69)

Hence, we have that E[f ] ≥ cun for n≥ c′u. Setting t = 1
2cun, with the same constant as in the lower bound on E[f ],

we obtain

P
[∣∣{x ∈ V : is c3-proper under ξu}

∣∣≤ t
] ≤ P[ξu �= ξ̌ ] + P

[
E[f ] − f ≥ t

]
≤ exp

{−cun
γ
}+ 2 exp

{−cun
2−1+γ−2(γ+β)

}
, (6.70)

where we have used Lemma 1.2 in [16], together with (6.67), in the last inequality. Since 1− γ − 2β ≥ 1− 3β > 0,
this estimate is more than enough to imply (6.57) for appropriately chosen constants c4 and c. This concludes the
proof of Lemma 6.8. �

6.3.2. Robustness of proper sites
In this subsection we prove that the components around h-proper sites (as in Definition 6.7) are really robust with
respect to perturbation. Observe that the following lemma is completely deterministic.

Lemma 6.9. Let β , ε be as in (6.9), (6.11) and define the class Ξ of configurations in {0,1}V ,

Ξ = {η ∈ {0,1}V :
∣∣{x ∈ V : x is c3-proper}∣∣≥ c4n

}
. (6.71)

Let η ∈Ξ and η′ ∈ {0,1}V be such that η′(z) �= η(z) for at most n1−γ ln5 n vertices z ∈ V . Then there exists a constant
c(α1, u), such that∣∣{x ∈ V :

∣∣Cx

(
η′
)∣∣≥ cnvu(1+ε)β

}∣∣≥ cn. (6.72)

Proof. In this proof, we use the word “proper” to mean “c3-proper under η” and use m+, m−, v+ and v− to abbreviate
mu(1+ε) , mu(1−ε), vu(1+ε) and vu(1−ε). We will use the term string to refer to a self-avoiding path on V with length
l1 = 	β ldn
, as in (6.56). For η ∈ Ξ , we are going to choose a particular collection Γη of strings, which will be
contained in suppη, as follows. First, we take a collection of proper vertices Π = {x1, . . . , x	c4n
} ⊆ V , according
to some pre-defined order. Again using some arbitrary order, for each l ≤ 	c4n
, we insert into Γη 	c3n

v+β
 distinct
strings starting at xl ∈Π and contained in suppη. Such a collection exists due to (6.56)(i) (see also (6.55)). Denoting
by |Γη| the number of strings in Γη , we have

|Γη| = 	c4n
 ·
⌊
c3n

v+β
⌋
. (6.73)

Since for all l ≤ 	c4n
, B(xl,2β logn) has tree excess zero,

every string in Γη is uniquely determined by its end-points. (6.74)

Let Sy be the number of strings in Γη intersecting y. We claim that, for any given y ∈ V ,

Sy ≤ cu(logn)c
′
u · n(5/4)v−β. (6.75)

To show this claim, observe that the fact that the starting point of every string in Γη is proper together with (6.56)(ii)
imply that if there is a string intersecting y, then∣∣Cl

y(η)
∣∣≤m

(5/4)l
− for every integer l ∈ [l0, l1]. (6.76)

We bound Sy by splitting the set of strings intersecting y in the following way:

Sy =
l1∑

l=0

#{strings in Γη intersecting y and starting at distance l from y}. (6.77)
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Since the strings are contained in suppη, using (6.74), for n≥ cu,we obtain

Sy ≤
l1∑

l=0

∣∣Cl
y(η)

∣∣∣∣Cl1−l
y (η)

∣∣≤ 2
l0−1∑
l=0

∣∣Cl
y(η)

∣∣∣∣Cl1−l
y (η)

∣∣+ 2
l1/2∑
l=l0

∣∣Cl
y(η)

∣∣∣∣Cl1−l
y (η)

∣∣. (6.78)

Using (6.76), the bound |Ck
y | ≤ c(d − 1)k for k < l0, and l0 ≤ cu ln lnn, we get

Sy ≤ cu ln lnn · (d − 1)l0m
(5/4)l1− + 2

l1/2∑
l=0

m
(5/4)l
− m

(5/4)(l1−l)
− . (6.79)

From (6.8), it follows that m
l1− ≤ nv−β . Hence,

Sy ≤ cu(lnn)c
′
un(5/4)v−β + 2

l1/2∑
l=0

n(5/4)v−β ≤ cu(lnn)c
′
u · n(5/4)v−β. (6.80)

This proves (6.75).
Our next step is to show that there exists cu such that

for n≥ cu, at least half of the strings of Γη are contained in suppη′. (6.81)

Indeed, we know that η′(z) �= η(z) for at most n1−γ ln5 n vertices z ∈ V . This, together with (6.75), implies that at
most cu(lnn)c

′
un1−γ+(5/4)v−β strings in Γη are not contained in suppη′. Since γ = v+β/2 (cf. (6.11)), we obtain

by (6.10) that 1− γ + 5
4v−β < 1+ v+β . Therefore, due to (6.73), for n ≥ c′′u, at least half of the strings in Γη are

contained in suppη′. This gives us (6.81).
Let us recall that in the construction of the set Γη, we have chosen a collection Π of 	c4n
 proper vertices in V ,

and for each of these vertices, we have picked 	c3n
v+β
 strings starting at xl . We claim that

for n≥ cu, at least 	 c4
8 n
 of the vertices in Π have at least c3

8 nv+β

of their strings contained in suppη′. (6.82)

Indeed, otherwise the number of strings in Γη contained in suppη′ would be bounded by

c4

8
n · c3n

v+β + 7c4

8
n · c3

8
nv+β ≤ c3c4

4
n1+v+β, (6.83)

contradicting (6.81) for n≥ cu.
Since distinct strings starting on a vertex in Π have distinct end points, each vertex x as in (6.82) satisfies |Cx(η

′)| ≥
c3
8 nv+β . Choosing c as c3∧c4

8 , we deduce (6.72) for n≥ cu. By possibly decreasing c= cu in such a way that 	cn
 = 0
for the other finitely many values of n, we obtain Lemma 6.9, and thus complete the proof of Proposition 6.6. �

6.3.3. Mesoscopic components for ξ ′u
With Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9, we have all tools to finish the proof of Proposition 6.6 stating the existence of many
mesoscopic components of the complement of the segments and the long-range bridges.

Proof of Proposition 6.6. The configurations ξu and ξ ′u differ only on vertices visited by the bridges. Hence, setting
D = |{z ∈ V : ξu(z) �= ξ ′u(z)}|, denoting by Ni,j the number of jumps of the bridge Zi,j , for n ≥ eu� , and using
Mu ≤ cun

1−γ , we obtain

P
[

D > n1−γ ln5 n
] ≤ P

[ ∑
i<Mu,j≤lnn

Ni,j > cun
1−γ ln4 n

]

≤ P

[ ⋃
i≤Mu,j≤lnn

{
Ni,j > ln3 n

}]≤ cu exp
{−c ln3 n

}
, (6.84)
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where we have used (4.11) from Lemma 4.2 in the last inequality. By possibly increasing cu we conclude that the
equation above holds for every n≥ 1. Finally, taking c as in Lemma 6.9, using Lemma 6.9,

P
[∣∣{x ∈ V :

∣∣Cx

(
ξ ′u
)∣∣≥ cnvu(1+ε)β

}∣∣< cn
]

≤ P
[∣∣{x: x is c3-proper under ξu}

∣∣< c4n
]+ P

[
D > n1−γ ln5 n

]
. (6.85)

By Lemma 6.8 and (6.84) the last expression is bounded by cue−c ln3 n. The proof of Proposition 6.6 is then finished
by choosing the constants c1 and c2 appropriately. �

6.4. Proof of Theorem 1.2 and sprinkling.

We can now approach the second part of the proof of Theorem 1.2, that is the sprinkling construction.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let u be as in the theorem and choose δ > 0 such that

2δ < 1− 1

200

(6.11)
< 1− γ (u). (6.86)

Set un and u′ as

u′ = u+ u�

2
, un =

(
u+ n−δ

)∧ u′, (6.87)

Throughout this proof, we write ε and γ for ε = ε(u′) and γ = γ (u′) as in (6.9) and (6.11) with u replaced by u′.
The strategy of this proof is the following: we apply Proposition 6.6 to ξ ′

u′ as defined in (6.53). This will show

that with high probability, there are at least c1n vertices in components of volume c1n
vu′(1+ε)β in supp ξ ′un

⊇ supp ξ ′
u′ .

In what we call the sprinkling construction, we then erase some of the Y i ’s in the definition of ξ ′un
, and thereby

increase the configuration ξ ′un
to a new configuration ξ sp. By construction, the sprinkled configuration ξ sp will be

close in distribution to the vacant set left by the random walk trajectory X[0,un]. Moreover, we will prove that with
high probability some of the components of supp ξ ′un

will merge and form a component of size ρn as we increase ξ ′un

to ξ sp, thus proving Theorem 1.2.
We divide the proof into the following three steps: in the first step, we construct the sprinkled configuration ξ sp

and reduce Theorem 1.2 to an estimate on ξ sp. In the second step, we apply Proposition 6.6 to prove that the original
configuration ξ ′un

is sufficiently well-behaved. In the third and final step, we deduce that with high probability, supp ξ sp

has a component with volume at least ρn and conclude.
Step 1: The sprinkling construction. For the sprinkling construction, we use an auxiliary probability space

({0,1}Mun , Q), for Mun defined in (6.13). Under the measure Q, the canonical coordinates (Rk)0≤k<Mun
are i.i.d.

Bernoulli random variables with parameter

q = n−2δ. (6.88)

Recall that the configuration ξ ′un
was defined in (6.53) as the indicator function of the set of vertices not visited

by Y i and Zi,j for i < Mun and j ≤ 	lnn
, constructed on a suitable probability space (Ω,P). On the probability
space (Ω × {0,1}Mun ,P⊗Q), we will now construct from ξ ′un

the sprinkled configuration ξ sp, roughly according the
following procedure: first, we remove all Y i ’s such that Ri = 1. If possible, we then construct a trajectory by linking
the remaining segments with the bridges Zi,j , see Fig. 3 for a sketch.

For the precise construction, we define the increasing random sequence ki of indices k < Mun for which Rk = 0;
the sub-indices i here run from 0 to the random variable

I = ∣∣{k: 0≤ k < Mun,Rk = 0}∣∣. (6.89)

We now construct a function that concatenates the Y i ’s with Ri = 0, i < Mun , and some of the bridges Zi,j into
an element of D([0, un],V ), for u as in the theorem. There are two situations in which this construction fails. First, if
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration the choice performed by ψ . The horizontal lines are the trajectories of the segments Y i and the arcs are the trajectories
of the bridges Zi,j . The top picture illustrates the configuration ξ ′un

. The sprinkled configuration ξ sp obtained from the realization of the Bernoulli
random variables Ri associated to Y i is on the bottom picture.

I < Mu, then there are not enough segments Y i left. Second, if ki+1 − ki > 	lnn
 for some i ≤ I , there is no bridge
connecting Y ki to Y ki+1 . Let us hence refer to the intersection of the complements of these events as the good event G ,

G = {I ≥Mu} ∩
{
ki+1 − ki ≤ 	lnn
 for all 1≤ i ≤Mu

}⊆ {0,1}Mun . (6.90)

Letting ∂ be some arbitrary constant trajectory of length un, we now define ψ :Ω × {0,1}Mun →D([0, un],V ) as

ψ =
{

∂, on Ω × G c,
X
(
Y k1 ,Zk1,k2−k1 , Y k2 ,Zk2,k3−k2 , . . . , Y kMu ,ZkMu ,kMu+1−kMu

)∣∣
D([0,un],V )

, otherwise, (6.91)

where |D([0,un],V ) denotes the restriction to D([0, un],V ) and X is the concatenation mapping defined in (4.2). (Here
we abuse the notation slightly. The mapping X takes infinite number of arguments, however since un≤Mu(L+	) the
restriction to D([0, un],V ) does not depend on the arguments which we do not specify.) The sprinkled configuration
is then defined as the indicator function of the vacant set left by the concatenated trajectory,

ξ sp = 1{V \X[0,un]} ◦ψ, (6.92)

where we have used the notation X for the canonical coordinate process on the space D([0, un],V ).
By construction, we then have supp ξ ′un

⊆ supp ξ sp on Ω × G . Moreover, conditionally on Ω × G , the concatena-
tion ψ is distributed according to the piecewise independent measure Qun defined in Section 4.

Let us now see that the event G is indeed typical. The random variable I is binomially distributed with expectation
Mun(1− q)=Mu + n1−γ−δ(1+ o(1)). With the help of a Chernoff bound (see Lemma 1.1 in [16]), we find that

Q[I < Mu] ≤ exp
(−cu,δn

2(1−γ−δ)/Mun

)≤ exp
(−cu,δn

1−γ−2δ
)
. (6.93)

Together with a simple union bound, this implies that

Q
[

Gc
] ≤ Q

[∃i ≤ I : ki+1 − ki > 	lnn
]+Q[I < Mu]
≤ cun

1−γ q	lnn
 + exp
(−cu,δn

1−γ−2δ
)

(6.88)≤ cun
1−γ n−2δ	lnn
 + exp

(−cu,δn
1−γ−2δ

)≤ cu,σ,δn
−σ . (6.94)

In particular, the distribution ψ ◦ (P⊗Q) is close to Q. Indeed, for any Fun-measurable event A, we have Qun[A] =
P⊗Q[ψ−1(A)|Ω × G], and therefore using an easy calculation∣∣Qun(A)− (P⊗Q)

(
ψ−1(A)

)∣∣≤ Q
(

Gc
)≤ cu,σ,δn

−σ . (6.95)

Thanks to this estimate, we know that the sprinkled configuration ξ sp is close in distribution to the vacant set left
by a trajectory under the piecewise independent measure Qun. Together with Lemma 4.1, we can now reduce our task
to proving the estimate in Theorem 1.2 for the configuration left by ξ sp. We set

ρ = c1/100, (6.96)
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where c1 was defined in Proposition 6.6. By Lemma 4.1,

P
[∣∣Cu

max

∣∣< ρn
]≤Qun

[∣∣Cmax
(
1{V \X[0,un]}

)∣∣< ρn
]+ exp

{−cu ln2 n
}
, (6.97)

which by (6.95) implies that

P
[∣∣Cu

max

∣∣< ρn
]≤ P⊗Q

[∣∣Cmax
(
ξ sp)∣∣< ρn

]+ cu,δ,σ n−σ . (6.98)

It is therefore sufficient to show that

P⊗Q
[∣∣Cmax

(
ξ sp)∣∣< ρn

]≤ cu,δ,σ n−σ . (6.99)

Step 2: ξ ′un
is well-behaved with high probability. In the second step, we apply previous estimates in order to deduce

that ξ ′un
has the properties we will use to show that a component of size ρn appears in supp ξ sp.

Let C1, C2, . . . be the connected components of supp ξ ′un
ordered according to their volume, C1 being the largest

component, and define the random variable κ ∈N∪ {∞} as the smallest integer such that

|C1| + · · · + |Cκ | ≥ c1n= 100ρn, (6.100)

provided such an integer exists, and κ =∞ otherwise. Note that if supp ξ ′un
contains many large clusters (in the sense

of Proposition 6.6), then κ is small. More precisely, we have the following event inclusion,{∣∣{x ∈ V :
∣∣Cx

(
ξ ′un

)∣∣≥ c1n
vu′(1+ε)β

}∣∣≥ c1n
}⊆ {κ ≤ ⌈n1−vu′(1+ε)β

⌉}=: K ⊂Ω. (6.101)

Hence, Proposition 6.6 (and monotonicity of ξ ′· ) is more than enough to imply that

P
[

Kc
]≤ cu,σ n−σ . (6.102)

We further define an event S ⊂Ω as the event that the numbers of jumps Ni of all Y i ’s and the total length Ni,j of
all Zi,j ’s appearing in the construction of ξ ′un

do not exceed their expected value too significantly:

S = {Ni ≤ 2nγ ∀i < Mun

}∩ { ∑
i<Mun

∑
j≤lnn

Ni,j ≤ ln5 n · n1−γ

}
. (6.103)

By Lemma 4.2 we know that

P
[

S c
]≤ cu,σ n−σ . (6.104)

The estimates (6.102) and (6.104) will allow us to prove the required estimate (6.99) in the last step by considering
only configurations ξ ′un

satisfying the properties in K ∩ S .
Step 3: ξ sp has a large component with high probability. Finally, we prove the required estimate (6.99) by showing

that the random deletion of Y i ’s in the construction of ξ sp does make a component of size ρn appear with high
probability.

We define an event P as

P =
⎧⎨
⎩

There exists a partition of {1, . . . , κ} into sets A and B,
such that A =⋃a∈A Ca is not connected to B =⋃b∈B Cb in
supp ξ sp, and both |A| and |B| are larger than 10ρn

⎫⎬
⎭ . (6.105)

In analogy with the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [3], we claim that{∣∣Cmax
(
ξ sp)∣∣< ρn

}∩ {κ <∞}⊆ P . (6.106)

To see this, we consider the equivalence relation ∼ on the set {1, . . . , κ} given by j ∼ j ′ if and only if Cj is con-
nected to Cj ′ in supp ξ sp. Then every equivalence class corresponds to one component of supp ξ sp. In particular, if all
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components of supp ξ sp are smaller than ρn, then the sum of |Cj | for all j ’s in the same equivalence class must also
be smaller than ρn. So, we can partition the set {1, . . . , κ} into sets A and B in such a way that equivalent indices
belong to the same set and |∑a∈A |Ca | −∑b∈B |Cb|| ≤ 2ρn. Since

∑
j |Cj | ≥ 100ρn, we obtain that

∑
a∈A |Ca| and∑

b∈B |Cb| ≥ 10ρn, and, by construction of the equivalence relation ∼,
⋃

a∈A Ca is not connected to
⋃

b∈B Cb through
supp ξ sp. This shows (6.106).

For subsets F and F ′ of V , we use the notation F
sp
� F ′ to denote the event{

F and F ′ are not connected in supp ξ sp}. (6.107)

By (6.106) and K ⊆ {κ <∞},
P⊗Q

[∣∣Cmax
(
ξ sp)∣∣< ρn

]≤ P
[

S c
]+ P

[
Kc
]+ E

[
1K∩S Q[P]], (6.108)

where we have used that S, K ⊂Ω and Fubini’s theorem. For the sake of clarity, let us recall that Q is a measure on
{0,1}Mun and emphasize that the Q-probability in this last expression is computed for Y i and Zi,j fixed. On K, there

are at most 2�n
1−v

u′(1+ε)
β� ways to partition {1, . . . , κ} into A, B . Hence, on K, using the union bound,

Q[P] ≤ 2�n
1−v

u′(1+ε)
β� sup Q[A sp

� B], (6.109)

where the supremum is taken over all partitions of {1, . . . , κ} as in (6.105) and A, B are defined in (6.105), too. By
increasing the range of the supremum we deduce that the following estimate holds uniformly on the event K,

Q[P] ≤ 2�n
1−v

u′(1+ε)
β� sup

F,F ′⊆V :|F |,|F ′|≥10ρn

Q
[
F

sp
� F ′

]
. (6.110)

We will now find a bound on the event on the right-hand side, valid uniformly on the event S . To this end, fix Y i

and Zi,j such that S holds, as well as subsets F and F ′ of V containing at least 10ρn vertices. Using the expansion
property of the graph G, see (2.11), and the Max-flow Min-cut Theorem, we can find a collection of at least c5n

disjoint paths in V joining the sets F and F ′ for some constant c5 > 0. We call these paths connections. Since, on S ,∑
i<MU

Ni is smaller or equal to 2u�n (see (4.10) and (6.103)), we can extract from this collection a sub-collection C
such that |C| = 1

2c5n, and such that all connections in C intersect at most 	4u�/c5
 segments Y i .
We next want to prove that with high probability, at least one of these connections only intersects Y i ’s that do not

appear in ξ sp, using again the concentration inequality from [16], Lemma 1.2. To this end, we define the function g

by

g(R1, . . . ,RMun
)= ∣∣{ζ ∈C: for all i, either ζ ∩ Y i =∅ or Ri = 1

}∣∣. (6.111)

The probability that all of the at most 	4u�/c5
 Y i ’s intersecting a given ζ ∈C have an index i with Ri = 1 is at least
q	4u�/c5
. So, for some c6 = c6(α1, α2, u), c7 > 0,

EQ[g] ≥ 1

2
c5q

	4u�/c5
n=: 2c6n
1−c7δ. (6.112)

Changing one segment Y i can change the value of g by at most 2nγ on S . Therefore, by Lemma 1.2 in [16],

Q
[
g < c6n

1−c7δ
]≤ 2 exp

{−c2
6n

2(1−c7δ)

n1−γ n2γ

}
. (6.113)

If g ≥ c6n
1−c7δ , then there are at least c6n

1−c7δ disjoint connections in C linking F and F ′ and only using vertices
in supp ξ sp. In accordance with (6.87), we now choose δ such that 2c7δ < γ . Then, since on S the total length of the
bridges

∑
i,j Ni,j ≤ ln5 n · n1−γ , the events {g ≥ c6n

1−c7δ} and S imply that at least one connection in C is contained
in supp ξ sp, for n≥ cu,δ . Hence, (6.113) implies that uniformly on the event S ,

sup
F,F ′⊂V :|F |,|F ′|≥10ρn

Q
[
F

sp
� F ′

]≤ 2 exp
(−c2

6n
1−γ−2c7δ

)
. (6.114)
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Inserting this estimate into (6.110), noting that

1− γ − 2c7δ > 1− 2γ
(6.11)= 1− vu′(1+ε)β, (6.115)

we find that, uniformly on K ∩ S ,

Q[P] ≤ exp
(−cu,δn

1−2γ
)
. (6.116)

Using this estimate, together with the bound (6.102) on P[Kc] and the bound (6.104) on P[S c], in (6.108), we find
(6.99) for n≥ 1 by possibly adjusting the constants. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2. �

7. Uniqueness of the giant component

This section contains the proof of Theorem 1.3, that is of the uniqueness of the giant component. More precisely, we
show that for any choice of κ > 0 and u < u�, with a high probability, the second largest component of the vacant
set V u

n is smaller than κn. The sprinkling is again the major ingredient of the proof. This time, however, we will really
use the fact that un − u < n−δ .

Heuristically, our argument runs as follows. We will show that any component of V u
n of size at least κn should

contain at least κn/2 vertices that were included in clusters of size at least nvuβ/2 of the vacant set left by segments at
level un. Hence, in order to have |Csec| ≥ κn, there should be two groups of such vertices which do not get connected
after the sprinkling. A small extension of the proof of the last section then shows that this happens with a small
probability.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. We choose γ , β as in (6.11) and recall from (6.87) the notation un = (u+n−δ)∧((u+u�)/2),
where 2δ < 1−γ . By decreasing δ, we can also assume that δ < γ . Recall also that the vacant set left by segments ξun

was defined in (6.14) (with un replaced by u).
We divide the vertices of G into three sets. The vertex x ∈ V is called small, if

tx
(
B(x,5β ldn)

)= 0,
∣∣Cx(ξun)

∣∣≤ ld2 n and Cx(ξun)⊂ B(x,β ldn). (7.1)

It is called proper (cf. Definition 6.7), if

tx
(
B(x,5β ldn)

)= 0 and (i), (ii) of (6.56) hold with h= c3 of Lemma 6.8. (7.2)

It is called bad otherwise. We will use B to denote the set of bad vertices.
The next lemma shows that the set B is small. The lemma should be viewed as an analogue to a non-existence of

intermediate components in the Bernoulli percolation case.

Lemma 7.1. There exists a function g(n) such that limn→∞ g(n)/n= 0 and

lim
n→∞P

[|B| ≥ g(n)
]= 0. (7.3)

We postpone the proof of the Lemma 7.1 and proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.3. First, we add long-range
bridges to the configuration ξun , that is we define ξ ′un

as in (6.53). We must be careful to see that these bridges do
not destroy the components of proper vertices in supp ξu′ . To this end we collect a family Γ of strings (that is of
self-avoiding paths of length 	β ldn
) as in the proof of Lemma 6.9. This collection contains 	c3n

βv+
 distinct strings
starting at x for any proper vertex x, as before. In particular, this implies that |Γ | ≤ c3n

1+βv+ . We can show, as below
(6.75), that the number Sy of strings intersecting a given y ∈ V satisfies Sy ≤ cu(logcu n)n(5/4)v−β . Let now S be the
event that all segments and bridges are not too long, as in (6.103). On S , the number of strings that are intersected by
bridges is thus at most cu(logc′u n)n1−γ+(5/4)v−β . We declare a proper vertex bad proper, it at least half of the strings
starting at this vertex is intersected by the bridges. Obviously, on S , the set B P of bad proper vertices must satisfy
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|B P| c3
2 nβv+ ≤ cu(logc′u n)n1−γ+(5/4)v−β. With (6.10) and (6.11), it follows that

|B P| = o(n) as n→∞, on S . (7.4)

On the other hand, the remaining proper vertices, that we call large, are starting vertices of at least 1
2nv+β strings

which are not intersected by the bridges. Hence, if x is large, it is contained in a component of ξ ′un
of size at least

1
2nv+β . This implies that

on S , the number of components of supp ξ ′un
that contain a large vertex is at most cn1−βv+ . (7.5)

We now perform the sprinkling as in Section 6. Recall that on the probability space ({0,1}Mun , Q) we have de-
fined i.i.d. random variables (Rk)0≤k<Mun

with success probability q = n−2δ (cf. (6.88)), the number of remaining
segments I (cf. (6.89)) and the good event G (cf. (6.90)). We have then constructed the sprinkled configuration ξ sp

(cf. (6.92)). Using Lemma 4.1, then the estimate (6.95), as n→∞,

P
[∣∣Cu

sec

∣∣≥ κn
] ≤Qun

[∣∣Cu
sec

∣∣≥ κn
]+ o(1)

≤ P⊗Q
[∣∣Csec

(
ξ sp)∣∣≥ κn, G, S, |B| ≤ g(n)

]
+P

[
Gc
]+ P

[
S c
]+ P

[|B|> g(n)
]+ o(1)

(6.94),(6.104),(7.3)≤ P⊗Q
[∣∣Csec

(
ξ sp)∣∣≥ κn, G, S,

{|B| ≤ g(n)
}]+ o(1). (7.6)

In order to estimate the term on the right-hand side, we claim that for any κ > 0,

on S ∩ G ∩ {|B| ≤ g(n)}, any component of supp ξ sp of size ≥ κn

contains at least κn/2 large vertices, for n≥ cκ,u,δ .
(7.7)

Indeed, recall that we have divided the vertices in supp ξ ′un
into small, bad, bad proper and large vertices. The vertices

in supp ξ sp consist of these four sets, and the set {x ∈ V : ξ ′un
(x) = 0, ξ sp(x) = 1}. Let us call all the vertices in this

last set sprinkled vertices. Suppose now that the event S ∩ G ∩ {|B| ≤ g(n)} occurs. Then by definition of S and G ,
the number of sprinkled vertices is at most

(Mun − I )2nγ + cn1−γ ln5 n≤ (Mun −Mu)2nγ + cn1−γ ln5 n≤ cu,δn
1−δ, (7.8)

because Mun −Mu ≤ cu,δn
1−γ−δ and δ < γ . Consider now any component A of size κn of supp ξ sp. Then the number

of vertices in A that are either bad, bad proper or sprinkled is at most |B| + |B P| + cu,δn
1−δ = o(n), by definition of

g(n) and (7.4), the remaining vertices being either small or large. By definition of small vertex, all small vertices in
supp ξ ′un

belong to components of size at most ld2 n. Any of the at most cu,δn
1−δ sprinkled vertices can merge at most

(d − 1) such components, so the maximum number of small vertices belonging to the same component of supp ξ sp is
bounded by cu,δ(ld2 n)n1−δ, which is less than o(n), too. Hence, for n≥ cκ,u,δ , at least κn/2 of the vertices in A are
large, proving (7.7).

Let L be the set of large vertices. Defining P ′ to be the event

P ′ = {there are A, B ⊂ L such that |A| ≥ κn/2, |B| ≥ κn/2 and A
sp
� B

}
, (7.9)

we obtain from (7.7), for n≥ cκ,u,δ ,

P⊗Q
[∣∣Csec

(
ξ sp)∣∣≥ κn, G, S,

{|B| ≤ g(n)
}]≤ P⊗Q

[
P ′, S

]= E
[
1S Q

[
P ′]], (7.10)

which is essentially equivalent to the right-hand side of (6.108). Note also that since supp ξ ′un
⊆ supp ξ sp, P ′ equals

{
there are A, B ⊂ L such that |A|, |B| ≥ κn/2 and

⋃
a∈A

Ca

(
ξ ′un

) sp
�
⋃
b∈B

Cb

(
ξ ′un

)}
.
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We should now bound the number of possible choices for the unions in the equation above. By (7.5), there are at
most n1−βv+ sets of the form Cx(ξ

′
un

) with x ∈ L, so there are at most 22n1−βv+ choices for the unions in the equation
above. Hence,

E
[
1S Q

[
P ′]]≤ 22n1−βv+

sup
S

sup
F,F ′⊂V :|F |,|F ′|≥κn/2

Q
[
F

sp
� F ′

]
. (7.11)

Repeating the argument from (6.110) to (6.114) and choosing δ small enough, we infer that the right-hand side of
(7.11) tends to zero as n tends to infinity. With (7.6) and (7.10), this completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. �

We now prove the lemma we used in previous proof. Due to Proposition 6.3, this proof will be reduced to estimates
on a branching process.

Proof of Lemma 7.1. Let x ∈ V be an arbitrary vertex and let Bx = B(x,β ldn), B ′x = B(x,5β ldn). We write
v+ = vu(1+ε), v− = vu(1−ε), see (6.8) for the notation. It is easy to see that B ⊂ B1 ∪ · · · ∪B4, where

B1 =
{
x ∈ V : tx

(
B ′x
)
> 0
}
,

B2 =
{
x ∈ V : tx

(
B ′x
)= 0,

∣∣Cβ ldn
x (ξun)

∣∣< c3n
v+β and Cx(ξun) �⊂ Bx

}
,

(7.12)
B3 =

{
x ∈ V : tx

(
B ′x
)= 0,

∣∣Cβ ldn
x (ξun)

∣∣< c3n
v+β and

∣∣Cx(ξun)
∣∣> ld2 n

}
,

B4 =
{
x ∈ V : tx

(
B ′x
)= 0, (ii) of (6.56) does not hold with h= c3

}
.

By Lemma 6.1 we have |B1| ≤ g(n) for a sequence g which decays as in the statement, deterministically. Further,
by (6.63), we have P[x ∈ B4] ≤ cn−β . Therefore, using the Markov inequality, there is a sequence g(n) such that
g(n)/n tends to zero, such that limn→∞ P[|B4| ≥ g(n)] = 0.

It remains to control B2, B3. We choose any ε > 0 small enough such that (6.9) is satisfied, noting that these two
constraints allow us to make ε > 0 even smaller. For n≥ cδ,u, we then have un ∈ (u,u(1+ ε/4)). Hence, the random
sets Cu(1±ε/2) constructed in Proposition 6.3 (with ε replaced by ε/2) dominate the component Cy(1B ·ξun) from above
and from below with probability at least 1− cu,δ,εn

−2β, for n≥ cu,δ,ε . Recall also that Cu(1±ε/2) are distributed as Co

under Q�
u(1±ε/2). Let Z−k be the branching process description of Cu(1+ε/2), that is Z−k = |{y ∈ Cu(1+ε/2),dist(x, y)=

k}|. Similarly, let Z+k be such a description of Cu(1−ε/2). By our choice of parameters and Lemma 6.2, both Z+ and
Z− are supercritical branching processes. We use T+, T− to denote their extinction times, φ+, φ− their offspring
generating function, and q+, q− their extinction probabilities. Observe that

lim
ε→0

q− − q+ = 0. (7.13)

Set r = 	β ldn
, Nn = c3n
βv+ . Using Proposition 6.3, we get

P[x ∈ B2] − cu,δ,εn
−2β ≤ P

[
Z−r ≤Nn,Z

+
r ≥ 1

]
≤ P
[
1≤ Z−r ≤Nn

]+ P
[
0=Z−r < Z+r

]
. (7.14)

Since v· is strictly decreasing, Nn/nβvu(1+ε/2) → 0. Hence, the first term on the right-hand side is the probability that
the branching process is not extinct at generation r , but is much smaller than its typical size nβvu(1+ε/2) . This probability
tends to 0 as n→∞, using e.g. Theorems 6.1, 6.2 in Chapter I, p. 9, of [5]. Using the fact that the generating function
of Z±r is the r th iteration φ

(r)
± of φ, we get that

lim sup
n→∞

P
[
0=Z−r < Z+r

]= lim sup
r→∞

φ
(r)
− (0)− φ

(r)
+ (0)= q− − q+. (7.15)

Here we have used that q± is the attractive fixed-point of φ±. Using (7.13), this can be made arbitrarily small by
choosing ε small. Inserting this back into (7.14), we get limn→∞ P[x ∈ B2] = 0. This implies, using the Markov
inequality again, that limn→∞ P[|B2| ≥ g(n)] = 0 for some g as in the statement.
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Similarly we have,

P[x ∈ B3] − cn−2β ≤ P

[
Z−r ≤Nn,

∞∑
k=0

Z+k ≥ ld2 n

]

≤ P
[
Z−r ≤Nn,T− =∞

]+ P

[ ∞∑
k=0

Z+k ≥ ld2 n,T− <∞
]

≤ P
[
1≤ Z−r ≤Nn

]+ P

[ ∞∑
k=0

Z+k ≥ ld2 n,T+ <∞
]
+ P[T− < T+ =∞]. (7.16)

The first probability on the right-hand side tends to 0, as in the previous argument. By [5], Theorem 12.3 in Chapter I,
p. 52, conditioned on T+ <∞, Z+ has the law of a sub-critical branching process. Using this claim it is easy to show
that the second probability in (7.16) tends to zero. The third probability can be made arbitrarily small by choosing ε

small, by using (7.13) again. This then implies that limn→∞ P[|B3| ≥ g(n)] = 0 for an appropriately chosen g, as in
the previous case. This completes the proof of the lemma. �
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